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PREFACE 
This five volume text represents a complete documentation of the 
modeling portion of a wasteload allocation (WLA) study of Tampa Bay, Florida. 
The study was administered by the Florida Department of Environmental 
Regulation (FDER) using federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) section 
205j funds. The wasteload allocations are to be used for 201 facilities 
planning and permitting purposes. Modeling was conducted by the University 
of South Florida (USF) under research grant number DER# WM-54, USF# 12-2104-
059. Hydrodynamic and water quality field data collection was performed by 
Continental Shelf Associates, Inc. (CSA). Engineering work, point and 
nonpoint source evaluation, was contracted with Camp, Dresser and McKee, Inc. 
(COM). Seagrassbed analysis was conducted by CSA with assistance from 
Mangrove Systems, Inc. 
Included in these four volumes is a brief summary of the functions and 
purpose of various hybrid two-dimensional models that have evolved from the 
initial 2-D hydraulic model developed at USF in 1970. 
It must be emphasized that the scope and underlying intention of this 
report has been two-fold. The first purpose has been to fully document USF's 
involvement in the WLA study of Tampa Bay. The other purpose for this report 
has been to provide, perhaps for the first time in one set of documents, a 
comprehensive survey of philosophy and developmental extent behind fifteen 
years of directed research aimed at obtaining a valuable, general-purpose 
modeling tool to be used in decision making of this type. 
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1.1 - Introduction 
Chapter 1 
BACKGROUND 
As outlined in the preface, this three volume report documents the 
mathematical modeling effort of a wasteload allocation study of Tampa Bay, 
Florida. The study area is delineated in Figure 1.1. 
This first volume documents the theoretical development and present 
state of the University of South Florida's two-dimensional, hydraulic, 
estuary model. It represents the accumulation of 15 years of research and 
development at the Civil Engineering Mathematical Modeling Center. It has 
been designed to be completely compatible with a host of other specialty 
models including a two-dimensional ecologic model, one-dimensional tributary 
model, salinity model, thermal model, kinetic energy model, and others. 
Figure 1.2 is a graphical depiction of the compatibility and functionality of 
various models used with the 2-D hydraulic model. 
The third chapter in this first volume includes a documentation of the 
mathematical and numerical considerations of the hydraulic model. Numerical 
integration of the partial differential equations of fluid motion and 
continuity are outlined. Discussion of stability criteria, general 
assumptions and other model limitations are also included. 
The remainder of this first chapter attempts to briefly outline the 
goals and the work effort involved in what has been done prior to this 
contract. 
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1.2 - Philosophy 
The University of South Florida, College of Engineering, located close 
to Tampa Bay, Florida, came into being in 1964. Proposed projects concerning 
Tampa Bay were grand and varied in kind. Among the most memorable of these 
included: 
a) A proposal to dam upper Old Tampa Bay to create a freshwater 
lake out of Safety Harbor [1J. 
b) A proposal to construct a hurricane dike and causeway across 
the mouth of Hillsborough Bay [2J and, 
c) A proposal to dredge the shipping channel and use the material 
to construct recreational islands complete with multi-story 
hotels throughout the bay [3J. 
At about this time the environmental movement was just beginning and it 
became evident that a model of the region would be needed to evaluate the 
merits and extent of many problems that would be encountered by local 
decision makers. The development of the hydraulic model for the Tampa Bay 
system was undertaken with this realization and that the problems of the Bay 
area were not only pressing in need of solution but were varied in kind. 
Typically, the problems of Tampa Bay involve: 
1. Large scale phenomena-changes in the bay circulation caused by 
channel and bridge construction, hurricanes and other large scale 
conditions. 
2. Intermediate scale phenomenon-changes in the circulation and 
flushing due to causeway development. 
3. Small scale phenomenon-changes in circulation, or the lack thereof 
due to shoreline land use development (i.e., dredging and filling). 
A distinct possibility existed that one mathematical model would serve 
to evaluate all of these changes provided a proper consideration of the 
computer program development could be made. 
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In large scale phenomenon in a curved embayment, such as Tampa Bay, 
Coriolis effects may be important. In small scale phenomenon, such as local 
dredge and fill problems, convective acceleration may be an important factor. 
It is necessary then, that the equations used in the model, defined in 
Chapter 2, incorporate both of these influences. 
Bottom friction factors, bottom topography and the placement of barriers 
to simulate geographic obstructions along with tide heights and inflows are 
the principal boundary conditions used in obtaining verification of a 
hydraulic model. Adequate simulation of these pertinent boundary conditions 
is important to the usefulness and accuracy of the results. Boundary 
conditions are discussed in the second part of Chapter 2. 
The model developed accepts as input the desired spatial grid size, the 
desired time increment, considering temporal dependency for numerical 
stability, a wide variety of useful detailing such as barriers, openings in 
barriers, rivers, power plants, sewage outfalls, spoil banks and land 
boundary conditions. Qverruning of dry land and overtopping of barriers by 
storm surges is also accommodated. Tidal heights, winds and atmospheric 
pressures are included in the the principal driving functions. 
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1.3 - History 
On June 26, 1954 an intense, fast-moving squall line passed over the 
southern part of Lake Michigan, producing a very strong storm surge. In 
order to study this surge and to provide a tool for predicting the effect of 
possible future traveling squall lines on lake levels, Platsman (1958) [4J 
constructed a mathematical model of southern Lake Michigan, using a computer 
to numerically integrate the dynamic equations of the system. 
Miyazaki, Ueno, and Unoki (1961) [5J used a model similar to that of 
Platzman to study the effect of typhoons on water levels in bays along the 
Japanese coast. Miyazaki (1965) [6J also used a model to investigate the 
effect of Hurricane Carla 1961 on water levels in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Reid and Bodine (1968) [7J used another similar model for the study of 
storm surges in Galveston Bay, Texas. This model was further developed by 
Masch and Espey (1969) [8J to investigate the effects of existing and 
proposed installations on water quality in Galveston Bay. 
The USF hydraulic model was originally developed using numerical 
computations similar to the models of Reid and Bodine, and Masch and Espey. 
During early investigations, comparisons were made between time-integrated 
and "real-time" models. Because of the subjective determination of 
unrealistic dispersion coefficients associated with time-integrated models 
(models with time-steps on the order of tidal cycles) this type of model was 
abandoned. It was the general belief that any model, to be completely multi-
purpose and accurate, must be capable of simulating the short-term, dynamiC 
response typically associated with tidally circulated water bodies. "Real-
time" hydraulic models are models with time steps governed by the stability 
criteria associated with long-wave water transport. It was then decided that 
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a general, . finite difference, explicit, real-time solution was the best 
direction to proceed for a model of Tampa Bay. 
The College of Engineering under contract from the Army Corps of 
Engineers began to construct a mathematical hydraulic model of Tampa Bay in 
1969 [9J. Much of the original work of model design was done by graduate 
students working under this research grant. Later, the contract (No. DACW 
17-71-C-0001) was extended to further develop a mass transport model for 
application to Tampa Bay [10J. Ghioto [11J reviewed Reid and Bodine's model 
and documented the original theoretical development. Work by Schwartz (1972) 
[12J, Cote (1973) [13J, Armstrong (1973) [14J, and others refined much of the 
boundary conditions of the infant model. 
Calibration and verification simulations have shown consistent results 
for water bodies in other locations including Ward Cove-Alaska, Venice 
Lagoon-Italy, and most of the coastal bays of the west coast of Florida. 
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Chapter 2 
USF HYDRAULIC BAY MODEL 
2.1 - Equations of Motion 
The hydraulic model developed by the Civil Engineering and Mechanics 
Department in the College of Engineering at the University of South Florida 
is a digital computer simulation of the dynamic, well-mixed, two-dimensional 
flow found in shallow bays and estuaries. The equations used in the model 
are the vertically integrated equations of motion and continuity. A detailed 
derivation of the following equations can be found in Appendix A. 
Vertically integrated equations of motion: 
au 1 au2 1 auv ~ D ~ _ aH flQlu 
at = - Dax - Day- + QV - P ax gD ax + x - D2 
av 1 av
2 
at = - D ay 1 auv - ----D ax nu - ~ D ~ - D aH + Y _ flQlv p ay g ay D2 
Vertically integrated continuity equation: 
aH 
at 
( 2. 1 ) 
(2.2) 
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Notation: 
t time (sec) 
x, y horizontal Cartesian coordinates (ft) 
u, V = vertically integrated flow per unit width (transport) in 
the x and y directions, respectively (cfs/ft width) 
H height of the water above mean low water (ft) 
R sources and sinks (CFS/ft 2) 
D total water depth from the water surface to the bottom 
(ft) 
p = density of water (lb/ft 3 ) 
P atmospheric pressure (lb/ft 2) 
g acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec 2) 
H water surface elevation above a datum (ft) 
X, Y x and y components, respectively, of the wind stress per 
unit mass of water (ft2/sec 2) 
n Coriolis factor (1/sec) 
f friction factor (unitless) 
Q resultant transport (cfs/ft width) 
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Explanation of terms: 
In the transport equations (2.1) and (2.2): 
The first two terms on the right hand side of equation 2.1 and 2.2 are 
derived from the convective acceleration terms. Generally, in an open bay 
their contribution is quite small in magnitude. Their effect, if present, 
will be seen in a constricted area in near field (small scale) models where 
there is a large gradient in velocity. 
The third term in the transport equations account for the effect of 
Earth's rotation (Coriolis forces). 
n 2 w sin <p 
w = angular velocity of the earth (1/sec) 
<p = latitude (positive in the Northern Hemisphere) (degrees) 
The fourth term in the transport equations introduces the effect of an 
atmospheric pressure gradient across the body of water. 
The fifth term in the transport equations is most significant. It shows 
that an increasing gradient in water level will cause a decrease in 
transport. 
The sixth term (X,Y) is used to introduce the effect of surface winds on 
the body of water. 
x 
Y 
where: 
K W2 cos Y 
K W2 sin Y 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
y = the angle between the wind velocity vector and the x axis. 
W the magnitude of the wind velocity. 
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K K, for W < Wc 
K 
" 
for W > W 
c 
W = critical wind speed, taken as 14 knots 
c 
The final term in the transport equations accounts for the bottom 
friction. 
f = friction factor 
f 
2 g nQ 
n = Manning's roughness coefficient 
The continuity equation (2.3): 
This equation states, simply, that the height H of water changes with 
respect to time at an inverse proportion to the decline or increase in 
transports, U and V, over distance. The R term allows the inclusion of 
sources and sinks. Typical sources would be streams, sewer outfalls, 
industrial discharges and rainfall. A typical sink would be the intake of a 
power plant. 
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2.2 - Boundary Conditions 
Any model is governed by and dependent on proper boundary conditions. 
Usually both specification of the initial (time equal zero) conditions and a 
functional representation of the time variance or, simply, numerical 
definition of the boundary interface by a series of "ti~-history" data is 
necessary to adequately define the real-time simulation. For many boundary 
conditions, for example bottom elevations, values remain constant through the 
simulation. In these cases data is limited to initial input only. However, 
it is also possible to allow time variations in bottom depths associated with 
scour and deposition caused by storms or littoral currents. An example of 
this application is a study on scour of Longboat Key, Florida [15J. 
Boundary conditions for the two-dimensional hydraulic model are 
classified according to the surface effected. 
Air-Water Boundary Conditions: 
The top surface, the air-water interface, is affected by the following 
forces: 
1. Wind shear stress, 
2. Atmospheric pressure gradients, 
3. Wind waves (short wave length) and, 
4. Large vessel traffic (ship movements). 
Land-Water Boundary Conditions: 
The edge surface, land-water interface is affected by the following 
sources or sinks: 
1. Local water height overrunning land or exposing bottom areas, 
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2. The discharge of tributaries (streams and rivers), 
3. Intakes and outfalls of power or sewage treatment facilities, 
4. Normal and storm generated runoff. 
Bottom Boundary Conditions 
The bottom surface is, again, a land-water interface which has the 
following boundary conditions: 
1. The depth of the land below some datum at each point in space, 
2. The existence of non-continuous variations such as man-made 
channels, spoil banks, etc., 
3. The existence of emergent and submerged islands and causeways, 
4. Types and spatial variations of species of bottom plants. 
Open Boundary Condition: 
The open surface, the water-water interface, where the estuary meets the 
receiving water body (i.e., ocean) is affected by the following driving 
conditions: 
1. The astronomical tide variations, 
2. The existence of tidal currents driven by exterior forces, 
3. Meteorological conditions over a large area 
Each of the fifteen real boundary conditions listed as well as the 
internal body forces, such as friction and Coriolus, effect the conservation 
of mass, momentum, and energy in the estuary. 
The wind stress used in the model is attributed to Reid and Bodine [ 7J 
and is widely used [16J[17J[18J. However, it is recognized that some 
disagreement exists as to the magnitude of the coefficient 
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[19J[20J[21J[22J[23J. It is becoming increasingly evident that a portion of 
the wind stress is attributable to wind wave transport [24J. 
Pressure gradients are used in the model in the same form as in other 
models [16J[17J[18J, that is, ap/ax. 
The kinetic energy attributed to wind waves, currents, and large water 
vessel (ship) traffic are accumulated in space and time to possibly assist in 
water quality determination in the hydraulic model. This is in anticipation 
of future work after the direction of Rodi [25J. The formulation for the 
total kinetic energy is: 
KE 
2 L~ 2 (2.6) 
The overrunning of dry land or the exposure of bottom land is 
accomodated by testing water level heights at the water-land interface. If 
the water level is .01 feet above or below the land elevation the land is 
covered or exposed. No special friction considerations are necessary in the 
overrunning case unless hurricane effects are desired. For hurricane storm 
surge simulation, local drag coefficients and the cross-sectional areas of 
the obstructions must be determined prior to running. 
The discharge and intake of power plants, streams, sewer treatment 
facilities as well as storm generated runoff are simulated in the model. The 
sources are entered as constants, or time variable from an array of tabulated 
values or by functional description. The volume rate of flow is integrated 
over one time step and added into the continuity equation at the point of 
application. 
Simulation of boundary conditions regarding depth are a significant 
development in the USF hydraulic model. Bottom depths are among the most 
sensitive and significant variable defined in a hydraulic model. A rational 
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approach for evaluating bottom depths in an objective fashion must be taken. 
The procedure used most often at USF involves taking a weighted average of 
bottom depths determined at the four corners and at the grid center. 
Within a bay are variations from the smooth bottom, such as causeways, 
bridge openings in causeways, sandbars and channels. The interface between 
two adjacent squares of water normally has a width equal to the square size 
and depth equal to the average of the two depths at the center of the 
squares. When a barrier is near a side it alters the normal condition. The 
amount of transport (U or V) that would normally occur can be both increased 
or decreased. The concept of no-flow-through boundaries (full barriers) 
separating grid spaces was introduced by Reid and Bodine [7J, Leendertse 
[17J, and others [16J. The simulation of partial barriers such as small 
spoil banks, islands, and channels was a further advancement of this concept. 
The approach taken has been to first calculate the amount of transport (U or 
V) that would normally occur and proportion the calculated value up or down 
depending on the type of barrier (or channel). This development, included in 
the USF model, is outlined in the following paragraph. 
The vertically integrated momentum equation (x~direction) across a unit 
length between two adjacent areas in the bay, reduced to its simplest form 
for illustration, is: 
au _ D.£.!:!. 
at - g ax 
or, in finite difference, form is: 
U t + !J. t = U t + ~ t (gD ) (!J.H) ( 2. 8 ) 
ux avg 
For a given 6H, Ut+!J.t is the no barrier transport. But, if a partial barrier 
exists in the x-direction, a new transport is defined, 
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(t+t.t)' t+t.t U = U x R , (2.9) 
(t+t.t)' 
where U is the reduced transport, due to the introduction of the 
barrier, and R is the ratio of the open area to total (grid) area. 
R o < R < 1 (2.10). 
Total Grid Area 
Then the reduced transport used in the continuity equation is 
aH a(u') 
at = ax 
a(v) 
+--ay 
For each grid, the new height, H(t+t.t), is, 
(2.11), 
and continuity is conserved. The increased velocities in the channel depend 
on height difference. One method of obtaining the velocity is to use the new 
(t+t,t) transport, U , divided by the depth, 
U 
U(t+t.t) 
D 
avg 
The open water boundary condition utilized, in the hydraulic model, is 
that the variable is known at the open water boundary or that the functional 
gradient of the variable is constant at the boundary. Thus, for tide hei ghts 
at the boundary; 
H or aH 
an 
o , 
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where n is the outward normal to the edge surface. Transports UO' VO' are 
known at open water boundary when they result from outside influences such as 
storms. 
The last boundary condition that needs explanation is the bottom 
friction. Bottom friction is calculated as a function of depth. It is well 
known that bottom friction used in the sense of the vertically integrated 
model represents the total effect of viscous friction as well as boundary 
friction. It is pOinted out by Henderson [26J that Manning's n, the 
principle variable of friction, is a function of Reynolds number and of 
roughness. Observations of velocities in the shallow areas of two bays led 
to the speculation that Manning's n, is a function of depth. 
and, 
n = f(Depth) 
f 
22.2QV2 
2 
n 
This is supported in the most recent (1977) Shore Protection Manual [27J page 
3-56 of Volume I, in which, it is also conceived that n is a function of 
depth. 
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2.3 - Program Input 
Griding: 
In order to convert the continuous nature of a waterbody into a discrete 
model that can be solved on a digital computer, a rectangular grid system is 
drawn on a chart of the area. An example of this is the Tampa Bay half mile 
grid system shown in Figure 2.1. As shown in the example, I and J coordinate 
axis are labeled with the origin at the upper left hand corner. The I 
direction is positive downward and the J direction is positive to the right. 
Thus the square in the upper left hand corner is labeled 1,1. The squares to 
the right (in the first row) are labeled 1,2 , 1,3 , •..• 1,N where N 
represent the number of squares in the y direction. Similarly, the squares 
in the first column are labeled 1,1 , 2,1 , 3,1 M,1 ,where M represents 
the number of squares in the x direction. Thus each square in the grid has a 
(I,J) pair of numbers to indicate its position. The discussion of the 
boundary condition input will be in terms of this grid layout. 
Fixed conditions: 
A. Bottom depths at mean low water: 
Since nautical charts typically show depths for mean low water this 
becomes the reference level. By averaging the depths (see Section 2.2) with 
a hand calculator a best estimate for the depth of that square is obtained 
and entered as a negative number in the Z(I,J) array for bottom depths. If 
the square contains low lying land adjacent to the bay that may be subject to 
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flooding, the appropriate estimate of the average height above mean low water 
may be obtained from a geological survey map (it may be necessary to convert 
from NGVD datum). This is entered as a positive number in the Z array. 
Finally, those squares that contain nonflooding land are given a common large 
positive value. This is for output purposes only (see sect. 2.4). 
Many grids contain both water (or wetland) and dry, upland area. A 
judgement must be made for those squares that are only partially water. If 
they are mostly water, the entire square is considered to be water. Likewise, 
if very little water shows in that square it is designated as low or high 
land. When the amount of water falls between these two extremes, the square 
is considered as water, but a proportioning number between zero and one is 
entered ·in a second array so that the rise and fall of water height can be 
adjusted to reflect this case. 
B. Coastal contours: 
From an understanding of the above paragraph, it is seen that the 
continuously curving coast line is replaced with a sequence of rectangular 
jogs. Thus, results for grids adjacent to the coastline are less valid due 
to this mismatch of shape. 
c. Barriers between adjacent squares of water: 
As outlined in section 2.2, barriers can be of a variety of types. 
Figure 2.2 is a graphical depiction of several common types. Input data has 
been simplified to included all of these possibilities just by specifying the 
amount of additional, as in the case of channels, or deleted, as with partial 
barriers, area of a specific grid face. 
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Time varying boundary conditions: 
D. Open water boundary: 
Typically, this is where the bay meets the ocean. A time dependent 
driving function is used to vary the height of the water adjacent to the 
grid. This function is derived from the use of a separate program, that uses 
either Fourier series or regression analysis to express the values of local 
tidal heights adjacent to the bay. Figure 2.3 shows a typical 14-day 
repeating tidal function used in the model. 
Another approach to driving the tide heights at the open water boundary 
involves running two models. This situation often occurs when a small 
portion of a large bay is to be simulated with finer resolution (smaller 
griding often called "near-field" modeling). The edges exposed to open water 
are then driven with a time history developed and recorded in a previous run 
of a larger scale model (also known as the "far-field" model). Tidal heights 
and/or velocities are interpolated to the smaller scale along the boundary 
from values given by the far-field model results. 
E. The water to air boundary: 
At the water to air boundary, there are two factors that affect the 
hydraulic behavior of the model. Both are options not normally used but are 
necessary when studying the effects of a major storm. 
First is the atmospheric pressure gradient. In most cases it can be 
considered as uniform for the the entire grid. The value used may be held 
constant during the simulation or may be supplied as a time history. 
Optionally, pressure itself may be specified at every square, either as 
constant or in a time history. 
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FIGURE 2.3: 14-Day Repeating Tidal Function 
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Secondly, the wind components X and Y may be specified. They may be 
uniform over the entire grid, either at a constant value or as time varying. 
Optionally, an array of wind components may be specified for each square, 
either fixed or time varying. 
F. Rivers, streams, storm sewers and outfalls: 
When any of these are judged to impart a significant horizontal 
momentum, they are entered as the appropriate transport (U or V) at the edge 
of the proper square. Otherwise, they are entered as a source in thff R term 
of the continuity equation. 
G. Rainfall and land runoff: 
These are entered by specifying the affected squares and the inflow rate 
for that square. They are the sources forming the R term in the continuity 
equation. Flow rates must be specified in MGD values either constant or time 
varying (as an array) for the entire model simulation. 
2.3.1 - Input Variable Definition 
The following are the definitions of input variables. 
A. Grid layout information: 
M - Maximum number of grid increments in the x-direction 
N - Maximum number of grid increments in the y-direction 
DX - Grid increment in the x-direction (ft ) 
DY - Grid increment in the y-direction ( ft) 
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B. Program control information: 
DT - Hydraulic timestep (sec) 
JI - Number of hydraulic timesteps between printouts 
NT - Total number of printouts for the program run 
JW - Number of hydraulic timesteps between printouts to a disk file 
(or tape) 
NSOURC - Total number of sources or sinks in the grid system 
NGATES - Total number of barriers in the grid system 
NDELH - Total of water grids which are partially land 
NWND - Code to indicate how wind setup is to be calculated 
If NWND o No wind setup is calculated. 
If NWND < 0 Wind setup is calculated assuming a constant wind 
speed and heading over the grid system. Values for 
the wind speed and heading will be read in every 
INWNDlth timestep. If the wind description will not 
change during the course of the program run, set 
NWND -1000000. 
If NWND > 0 Wind setup is calculated using arrays of wind speeds 
and headings for the grid system. The arrays will be 
read in every NWNDth timestep. If the wind arrays 
will not change during the course of the program run, 
set NWND = 1000000. 
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- Code to indicate how the Coriolis terms are to be calculated 
If NCOR = 0 No Coriolis terms are calculated. 
If NCOR -1 The range of latitudes within the grid system is 
small, and a single latitude, at the center of the 
grid system, is used to calculate the Coriolis terms. 
If NCOR Coriolis terms are calculated using the appropriate 
range of latitudes within the grid system. 
CONV - Code to indicate how the hydraulic convective terms are to 
NPRES 
be calculated 
If CONV 0 No convective terms are calculated. 
If NCONV = Convective terms are calculated. 
- Code to indicate how the pressure gradient terms are to be 
calculated 
If NPRES = 0 No pressure gradient terms are calculated. 
If NPRES < 0 The pressure gradients are assumed to be constant in 
the x-direction and in the y-direction, and are read 
in for every INPRESlth timestep. If the pressure 
gradients will not change during the course of the 
program run, set NPRES -1000000. 
If NPRES > 0 The pressure array for the grid system is read in 
every NPRESth timestep. If the array will not change 
during the course of the program run, set NPRES = 
1000000. 
SPWT - Specific weight of water (lb/ft 3) 
C. Source and sink information (for each L = 1 to NSOURC): 
IO(L), JO(L) - Grid location of the source or sink (i,j ) 
Q(L) -Discharge rate of the source or sink (MGD) 
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D. Partial land grid information (for each L = 1 to NDELH): 
IH(L), JH(L) - Grid location of the partial land grid (i,j) 
DS2WA(L) - Decimal fraction of the grid that is land 
E. Barrier information (for each L = 1 to NGATES): 
IG(L), JG(L) - Grid location of the barrier (i,j) 
KG(L) - Location within the grid of the barrier 
GG(L) 
ZG(L) 
CG(L) 
If KG(L) = 1 The barrier is located along the boundary between 
grids IG(L) ,JG(L) and IG(L)-1,JG(L). 
If KG(L) 
If KG(L) 
If KG(L) 
2 The barrier is located along the boundary between 
grids IG(L),JG(L) and IG(L),JG(L)-1. 
3 The barrier is located along the boundary between 
grids IG(L) ,JG(L) and IG(L)+1 ,JG(L). 
4 The barrier is located along the boundary between 
grids IG(L),JG(L) and IG(L),JG(L)+1. 
- Width of the barrier which is open (ft) 
- Elevation of the top of the barrier (ft above MLW) 
- Depth of a channel in the barrier (ft) 
F. Bottom depth information (for I = 1 to M and J = 1 to N): 
Z(I,J) - Bottom elevation of grid I,J. It is the weighted average of 
the various depths within the grid, and is assigned at the 
center of the grid. It is assumed to be unchanging with time, 
and has a negative value for water grids and a positive value 
for land grids. (ft above MLW) 
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G. Coriolis information (needed only if NCOR<> 0): 
TLAT - Latitude of the origin (upper left-hand corner) of the grid 
system (degrees) 
H. Wind information (needed only if NWND <> 0): 
WDIR 
If NWND < 0 WIND - Average wind speed for the grid system (MPH) 
- Direction into which the average wind is heading, measured 
clockwise from North (degrees) 
If NWND <-1000000, values must be supplied for WIND and WDIR at 
every INWNDlth timestep. 
If NWND > 0 (for each I = 1 to M and J = 1 to N) 
WINDA(I,J) - Average wind speed for grid I,J, assigned at the center of 
the grid (MPH) 
WDIRA(I,J) - Direction into which the wind is heading, measured 
clockwise from North (degrees) 
If NWND < 1000000, values must be supplied for the WINDA and WDIRA 
arrays at every NWNDth timestep. 
I. Atmospheric pressure information (needed only if NPRES <> 0): 
If NPRES < 0 PGX - Atmospheric pressure gradient in the x-
direction (inches HG/grid increment) 
PGY - Atmospheric pressure gradient in the y-direction ( inches HG/ grid 
increment) 
If NPRES >-1000000, values must be supplied for PGX and PGY at 
every INPRESI th time step. 
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If NPRES > 0 (for each I = 1 to M and J = 1 to N) PRESS(I,J) -
Average atmospheric pressure for grid I,J, 
assigned at the center of the grid (inches HG) 
If NPRES < 1000000, values must be supplied for the PRESS array at 
every NPRESth timestep. 
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2.4 - Program Output 
Many output options exist for the USF 2-D hydraulic model. Output for 
visual results are usually formulated in map form. These include a variety 
of forms outlined below. Output to be used by other models (including the 
ecologic model) is usually formulated in binary code (to retain accuracy). 
Output most commonly used by the mass transport models is X and Y transports 
(U and V) and depths, D. Values are calculated by the hydraulic model every 
hydraulic time-step. Transports (U and V) are accumulated and printed out 
every mass transport time-step. Because of the size of these files, they are 
typically written to a tape or disk. Mass transport time-steps may be equal 
to or greater than the hydraulic time-step but are still governed by mass 
transport stability criteria. 
2.4.1 - Mapped Output 
If bottom depth data is input in the form outlined in 2.3 (with upland 
areas +50.0 feet elevation), the model will graphically depict those areas as 
non-flooding land. All other areas will be either land or water with 
elevations and transports labeled accordingly. Values are printed out from 
the origin (0,0) over by row (y direction). 
The simplest output is a charted printout of tide heights, velocity ( or 
transport) magnitude, and velocity direction specified in numerical form at 
each grid center. Velocity direction is given in degrees clockwise from the 
negative X axis. Subroutine PUTOUT formats the mapped output for this form. 
Optionally, velocity or transport vector output is another type of 
mapped output. This provides a functional and visual appealing display of 
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flows in an embayment. Subroutine ARROWS draws the vectors to the scaling 
specified by the operator. 
Still other forms of mapped output that exist are plotted contour maps 
showing the water surface elevation and plotted shaded maps of the water 
surface, velocity or transport magnitudes throughout the grid system at a 
specific time during the program run. Figure 2.4 illustrates one form of 
mapped output from a half-mile Tampa Bay model simulation. 
2.4.2 - Other Output 
The hydraulic model is designed to write transports (U and V) and 
depths, DJ into a disk file (or tape) every JW timesteps (see Sect. 2.3.1). 
This file can then be addressed by other models or can be used by the canned 
graphics subroutine DIPLOT. Graphs are drawn for specific grid locations and 
can be either water surface elevation and/or velocity magnitudes as a 
function of time. 
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Chapter 3 
NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
3.1 - Discussion of the Problem 
Numerical equations may be derived from the differential equations for 
hydraulic flow in two dimensions. The numerical equations are written with 
the use of finite differences. That is, a grid with Cartesian spacing ~x, 
~y, and time spacing ~t is superimposed over the area to be studied. Values 
of Zo are specified as being representative of the elevation of the sea 
bottom with respect to the local mean sea level (MSL), and values of f as 
being representative of the friction coefficient of the bottom, for a grid 
square (i,j) which is centered at x = (i - 1 / 2)~x, Y = ( j - 1/2)~y. The 
initial bottom elevation, zo' is regarded as being constant. Values of Hand 
PH are also representative of the square as a whole, and are evaluated at odd 
half-steps of x and y, and at even half-steps of time. The source/ sink term, 
R, is supplied at the same position as H and PH' but at odd half-steps of t. 
Values of U are evaluated at even half-steps of x, odd half-steps of y, and 
odd half-steps of t. X and Yare supplied at the same positions as U and V, 
respectively, but at even half-steps of time ( see Fig. 3.1 ) . According to 
Reid and Bodine (1968) [7J, the staggered system described above will require 
a minimum amount of storage in a computer for any given degree of resolution 
of the area under study. 
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FIGURE 3.1: Finite Difference Grid (After Reid and Bodine[9]) 
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3.2 - Solution Technique 
In order to write numerical equations from the differential equations 
(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), the following notation is used: 
H(i,j), D(i,j), and PH(i,j) denote values of H, D, and PH centered 
in block i,j at t = n~t, 
R(i,j) denotes R centered in block i,j at t = (n - 1/2)~t, 
U(i,j) and X(i,j) are U and X on the left side of block i,j at 
t = (n - 1/2)~t and t = n~t, respectively, 
V(i,j) and Y(i,j) are V and Y on the lower side of block i,j at 
t = (n - 1/2)~t and t = n~t, respectively. 
Primed symbols may be used to represent values of the variables at one 
time-step, ~t, later. Thus, the difference U' - U and V' - V are centered in 
time at a level of H, and the difference H' - H is centered in time at a 
level of U' or V'. The finite difference equations for U, V, and H may 
therefore be derived from the equations of motion and the equation of 
continuity. Equation (2.1) may be written: 
U'(1+1,j) - U(1+1,j) 
~t = -
4 U( ° 1 0) U(1+1,j) - UCi,j) 
D ( i, j) + D ( i + 1 , j ) 1 + ,J ~x 
2 U(1+1 ,j) VCi,j+1) - VCi,j) + V(1+1,j+1) - V(i+1,j) 
D(1,j) + D(1+1 ,j) 2~y 
2 V(i,j) + V(1+1,j) + V(i,j+1) + V(1+1 ,j+1) 
~D~(~i-,J~O)~+~D~(~i~+~1-,~j~) 4 
U(1+1,j+1) - U(1+1 ,j-1) + rl VCi,j) + VU+1,j) + VCi,j+1) + V(1+1,j+1) 
2~y 4 
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- .1. D(i,j) + D(i+1,j) PH(i+1,j) - PH(1,j) 
p 2 ~x 
D(i,j) + D(i+1,j) H(i+1,j) - H(i,j) 
g 2 ~x 
+ X(i+1,j) - fU' (i+1 ,j) (DCi,j) + DCi+1 ,j) }-2 
2 
{[UO+1,j)]2 + ( V(i,j) + V(i+1,j) + V(i,j+1) + V(i+1,j+1) }2} 1/2 
4 
U'(i+l,j) U(i+1,j) G (i+1,j) (UO+1,j) - tot D(i,j) + D(i+l,j) 
x 
{ ~~ (U ( i + 1 , j) - U Ci, j » + to~ (-V (i, j) - V (i + 1 , j) + V (i, j + 1 ) } 
- V (i + 1 , j + 1 )} + ~~ {V (i, j) + V (i + 1 ,j) + V (i, j + 1) + V 0 + 1 , j + 1 ) } 
(_1 U 0 + 1 , j + 1) - U 0 + 1 , j -1) + n} 
tox D( i,j) + D( i+1 ,j) 
+ g(H(i,j) - H(i+1,j»} + XO+l,j) tot} 
where; 
G O+1,j) = 1 + tot f{DO,j) + D(i+1,j)}-2 ([4UO+1,j)]2 
x 
+ [V(i,j) + V(i+l,j) + V(i,j+1) + V(i+l ,j+1)]2} 1/2 
<3.1), 
<3. 1 a) , 
<3.2) . 
G (i+1 ,j) is a frictional factor determined by the grids surrounding the grid 
x 
i,j. Similarly, Equation (2.2) becomes: 
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V(i,j+1) 
G Ci,j+1) {VCi,j+1) - ~t DCi,j) + DCi,j+1) 
y 
{~~(V(i,j+1) - V(i,j)) + ~:(- UCi,j) - U(i,j+1) + UCi+1,j) 
- U ( i + 1 ,j + 1 ) )} + ~~ {U ( i, j) + U ( i + 1 ,j) + U ( i, j + 1 ) 
( )} { 
_
- .1 V ( i + 1 ,j + 1) - V ( i -1 ,j + 1) _ ,,} 
+ U i+1,j+1 u ~x D(1,j) + DCi,j+1) 
+ g(H(i,j) - H(i,j+1))} +YCi,j+1) H} (3.3), 
where; 
or, 
G Ci,j+1) = 1 + ~t f{DCi,j) + DCi,j+1)}-2 {[4V(i,j+1)]2 y 
+ [UCi,j) + U(i+1,j) + UCi,j+1) + U(i+1 ,j+1 ) ]2} 1/ 2 (3 .4 ) . 
The finite difference form of the continuity equation ( 2.3) is: 
H'(i,JO) - HCi,j) U'(i+1,j) - U'Ci,j) V'Ci,j+1) - V' Ci ,j) ~~~-~:..;;..:...:::....;..+ + = R 'Ci,j) 
~t ~x ~ y 
(3.5 ) , 
H' (i, j ) H (i, j) + ~~ {U' (i, j ) - U' (i + 1 , j ) } + ~~ {V' (i, j ) - V' (i , j + 1 ) } 
+ R'(i,j)~t (3. 5a ) • 
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3.3 - Stability Criteria 
According to Platsman (1958) [4J, the interval ~t, in order to ensure 
numerical stability in the computations, must satisfy the inequality 
~t < 12gD 
~x 
where D is the maximum depth of water to be expected in the area 
max 
considered. Basically, what this inequality requires, is that the time 
increment, ~t, be less than the time it would take for the sea waves to 
travel a distance ~x. 
(3.6) 
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THEORY, DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS - HYDRAULICS 
This appendix details the derivation of the partial differential 
equations used as a basis for the model. Starting wi th the Navier-Stokes 
equations for incompressible, viscous flow, the approximations required to 
develope an affordable model are introduced, leading to the final equations 
stated in chapter one. This work first appeared in the "Progress Report, 
First Year, Mathematical Model of Tampa Bay", (1971) [10J. 
The basic Navier-Stokes equations may be stated as: 
~ p(~ + yOU + ~ + ~) + pQv ~Dt = oX oy oZ ot 
Dv 
PDt 
dV ydV + dV +..£.::.) _ pnu 
p(uax + dY waz dt " 
Dw dW 
PDt = p(uax + ydW + WdW + dW) dY dZ dt 
where: 
00 d, d, 
(~+~+~) 
dX dY dZ 
d, dO d, 
(--EL + -IL + -.!:1..) 
dX dY dZ 
d, d'yZ dO (~ + ---- + ~) 
dX dY dZ 
x is the southward horizontal Cartesian coordinate, 
y is the eastward horizontal Cartesian coordinate, 
(A 1.1) 
( A2. 1 ) 
( A3. 1 ) 
Z is the upward coordinate, with its origin at the local mean sea level, 
t is time, 
u,v,w are the velocity components in the x,y,z directions, respectively, 
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P is the density of water, 
g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
n is the Coriolis factor, n = 2wsincjl, where, 
W is the angular velocity of the earth, 
cjl is the latitude of the estuary, 
L ij are the shear stresses, 
i is the direction normal to the stress, 
j is the direct ion of the stress, 
0xx,Oyy,Ozz are the normal stresses in the x,y,z directions. 
The assumptions to be made follow: 
1. The vertical component of the Coriolis factor has been omitted from 
equation A1.3 because it is very small compared to gravity. 
2. The shear stresses due to viscosity are negligible. Thus,L ,L ,L ,L yx xy xz yz 
are set to zero. 
3. The normal stresses ° ,0 ,0 at a point are equal to the hydrostatic 
xx yy zz 
pressure P. 
4. The density of water p is constant. 
oW oW oW 5. The vertical velocity w is small, thus, ax' ay' az are set to zero. 
OW 6. The vertical acceleration is due only to gravity, thus at = g 
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Under these assumptions the original set of equations reduce to: 
au au au au 
- + tr.:- + v- + w-:-- + ""'v 
at ax ay az H 
g -
1 ap 
p az 
1 ap 
---p ax 
1 ap 
p ay 
1 a,zx 
+---
p az (A1.2) 
1 a, zy 
+---p ay (A2.2) 
(A3.2) 
Now the last equation can be integrated in the z direction, that is 
vertically from the elevation of the bottom, zO' to the elevation of the 
water surface, H. The result will be used later in the prior two equations. 
_ .2..( p - p ) 
p H Zo 
P PH + pgD Zo 
where D = H - Zo is the total depth of the water at a particular location. 
Thus the pressure at any elevation z in the water is hydrostatic. That is, 
p = PH + pg(H-z) (A3.3) 
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in which PH is the atmospheric pressure at that location. Thus equation A3.1 
has become equation A3.3 and may be used to replace P in eqs. Al.2 and A2.2. 
The transport equations (Al.2 and A2.2) can now be integrated in the 
vertical (z) direction so that the resulting system will be a two dimensional 
in x and y with z eliminated. Although this removes the opportunity for 
calculating transports as a funtion of depth, it is a valid approximation for 
shallow bays. Without this approximation the three dimensional model is too 
large for most computers. 
In order to remove the gradients from the resulting integrals in z, 
Leibnitz' rule will be used with the following notation: 
or, 
Let 
Cl[f(x,y,z,t)] 
at 
A short notation for this equation is: 
ClU] 
Clt 
The next four pages trace the vertical integration of the transport equation 
Al.2 term by term, resulting in a new equation Al.3. 
Upon vertical integration, the leading term in Al.2 becomes, 
Assuming that the flow is incompressible, 
Clu Clv Clw 
-+-+-=0 Clx Cly Clz 
(Tl.Al.3 ) 
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then the next three terms, 
au au au 117-+ v-+w-
ax ay az 
may be written as, 
Applying vertical integration to each term results in, 
2 aH 2 azo 
-u -+u --H ax Zo ax (T2. A 1 .3) 
a[uv] _ (uv) ~ + (uv) 
ay H ay Zo (T3.Al.3) 
[auw] = (uw) - (uw) 
az H Zo (T4.Al.3) 
The vertical integration has introduced the boundary values of z, 
namely Hand z00 In order to realize cancellations, the free surface and 
bottom boundary conditions are now introduced. 
The - free suface boundary condition requires that, 
from calculus, 
also from calculus, 
DH 
Dt 
DH 
Dt 
az az az az 
=-+u-+v-+w-
at H ax H ay H az 
aH 
= - + 
at 
aH aH aH 
uH ax + v H ay + w H az 
(BC 1 • 1 ) 
Since H is not a function of z, we have ~: = 0, so when the last two 
equations are substituted into BC1.l, we get: 
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(BC 1 .2) 
By a similiar argument the bottom condition 
Dzo 
= --Dt (BC2.1 ) 
leads to, 
(BC2.2) 
Now when the terms T1.A1.3 through T4.A1.3 are added together and the 
relationships of BC1.2 and BC2.2 are used we have the first four terms of 
A1.2 becoming three terms in A1.3 : 
Define U ± CuJ and V ± [vJ 
oCuvJ 
oy 
From Chiu et al (1970) [28J the following approximations are taken: 
where D = H - z o 
[uvJ - ~ [uJ [vJ 
So the left side of A1.3 becomes: 
UV 
D 
Now the terms for the right side of A1.3 will be developed 
Using A3.3 for the pressure P, the term, 
oP 
- pax = oH gax 
(LS. A 1 .3) 
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Since all the quantities are independent of z, vertical integration yields, 
p 
aPH aH 
-D-g-D ax ax (T6.A1.3) 
Turning to the last term in equation A1.3, vertical integration yields: 
(T7) 
Now ('zx)H is the shearing stress due to winds on the water surface. 
According to Van Dorn (1953) [29J, the following approximation may be used. 
where: 
X is the x-component of the wind stress per unit mass of water, 
e is the angle betweeen the wind velocity vector and the x-axis, 
W is the wind velocity at an anemometer height over the water, 
W 
c 
is a critical speed (14 knots), 
K is a nondimensional constant, with, 
K = K 1 
K 
1.1 * 10-6 
for W < W 
c 
for W > W 
c 
The last term in equation T7 represents the stress due to bottom friction. 
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This may be described by the Darcy-Weisbach equation: 
where, 
f' is the Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficient, 
V is the water velocity vector, 
r 
+ v 
1 
2 } 2' 
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$ is the angle between the water velocity vector and the x-axis, 
If Q, the resultant transport per unit width, is defined as 
1 
\Q\ = { u2 + v2 2' 
then \~\ = \Vr\ 
and \Vr\
2 IQIU 
cos cf> - ~
- 02 
Thus, the final term T7 can be written as, 
(T7.A1.3) 
Collecting all these terms (T1.A1.3 - T7.A1.3) the transport equation in the 
x direction becomes: 
au _ 1. au2 _ 1. auv + nv 
at D ax 0 ay (A1.3) - ----p ax 
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By repeating these arguments for the transport equation in the y direc t ion 
the result is: 
av 
at 
1 av2 1 auv D aPH ~ flQlv o ay - 0 ax - !lU = - p ay - guay + Y - D 2 (A2.3 ) 
The third major equation used in the model resu l ts from the application 
of the principal of conservation of mass. Assuming incompressible flow, we 
have 
Integrating vertically from Zo to H gives: 
a[u] _ 
ax 
a[ v] 
+---
ay 
(A4.l ) 
o. 
Substituting the boundary conditions ( eqs BC1.2 and BC2.2 ) into this equation 
gives: 
Since U = aCu] 
ax 
aH + a[u] + a[v] 
at ax ay o. 
and ac v] V = -ay-' the above equation ma y be wri t ten as, 
aH + ~ + ~ 
at ax ay o. (A4.2 ) 
To account for the effect of rainfall over the basin, tr.e rainfall rate, 
R, may be used in the right hand side, 
aH au av 
- + - + - = R. 
at ax ay 
(A4.3) 
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In conclusion, this appendix has documented the three major equations 
(A1.3, A2.3, A4.3) that form the basis of the hydraulic model. 
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PROGRAM LISTING: TWO-DIMENSIONAL HYDRAULIC MODEL 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
INTEGER*4 K,KT 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41 ,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
3 IB/NGATES,IG(270),JG(270),KG(270),GG(270),ZG(270),CG(270), 
4 PRO(270) 
5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO (9 9),Q(99),NDELH, 
6 IH(40),JH(40),DS2WA(40) 
7/D/NCOR,CORU(69),CORV(68) 
8/E/NWND,WX(69,40),WY(68,41) 
9/F/NPRES,SPWT,PX(69,40),PY(68,41),NWAVE,NKE 
l/G/DIR,WIND,DEPTH(68,40),WAVEH(68,40),WAVEL(68,40),REACH(68,40 ) 
DIMENSION HKEEP(40),KE(68,40) 
DATA DEPTH/2720*1000000.1 
C 
10 FORMAT (II, lOX, 'END OF RUN') 
4279 FORMAT(15X,'IT IS ON TAPE AT TIME (MIN) =' ,F10.2) 
C**** 
C DEFINITION OF INTEGER VARIABLES 
C JI NUMBER OF TIME STEPS BETWEEN PRINTOUTS 
C NT NUMBER OF PRINTOUTS 
C JW NUMBER OF TIME STEPS BETWEEN HYDRAULIC FILE OUTPUTS 
C KT JI*NT TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS TO BE TAKEN 
C NSOURC NUMBER RIVERS, OUTFALLS, ETC. 
C NGATES NUMBER OF SIDES THAT ARE RESHAPED FOR CHANNELS, REEFS, ETC. 
C NWND CODE TO INDICATE WHETHER OR NOT THE WIND SE~JP SUBROUTINE 
(WNDSET) 
C 
C 
C 
CONSTANT 
C 
VALUES 
IS TO BE CALLED DURING THE PROGRAM RUN. 
IF NWND 0, NO WIND SETUP IS TO BE CALCULATED 
IF NWND < 0, WIND SETUP IS TO BE CALCULATED ASSUMING A 
WIND SPEED AND HEADING OVER THE GRID SYSTEM. 
C FOR THE WIND SPEED AND HEAD ING \-lILL BE READ IN 
EVERY 
C IABS(NWND) TH TIMESTEP. IF THE WIND 
DESCRIPTION 
C WILL NOT CHANGE DURING THE RUN, SET NWND 
100000 
C IF NWND ) 0, WIND SETUP IS TO BE CALCULATED USING ARRAYS OF 
WIND 
C 
ARRAYS 
c 
THESE 
C 
C 
C NCOR 
SPEED AND HEADINGS FOR THE GRID SYSTEM. THE 
WILL BE READ IN EVERY NWND TH TIMESTEP. IF 
ARRAYS WILL NOT CHANGE DURING THE RUN, SET 
NWND = 1000000 
CODE FOR CALLING THE "CORIOLIS SUBROUTINE (CORIOL ) 
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C 
EQUATIONS 
C 
C 
SMALL, 
C 
GRID 
C 
TERMS. 
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IF NCOR - 0, NO CORIOLIS TERMS ARE CALCULATED IN THE 
OF MOTION 
IF NCOR - -1, THE RANGE OF LATITUDE OF THE GRID SYSTEM IS 
AND A SINGLE LATITUDE--AT THE CENTER OF THE 
SYSTEM--IS USED TO CALCULATE THE CORIOLIS 
C IF NCOR ~ 1, CORIOLIS TERMS ARE CALCULATED USING THE 
APPROPRIATE' 
C RANGE OF LATITUDES OVER THE GRID SYSTEM. 
C NCONV ~ CODE FOR CALLING THE HYDRAULIC CONVECTIVE SUBROUTINES 
(CONVMO 
C 
C 
EQUATIONS 
C 
C 
C NPRES-
C 
THE 
C 
C 
CONSTANT 
C 
C 
C 
DURING 
C 
C 
C 
THE 
FOR INTERNAL GRIDS AND CONVBD FOR BOUNDARY GRIDS) 
IF NCONV - 0, NO CONVECTIVE TERMS ARE CALCULATED IN THE 
OF MOTION 
IF NCONV - 1, CONVECTIVE TERMS ARE CALCULATED 
CODE FOR CALLING THE PRESSURE GRADIENT SUBROUTINE (PRESSU) 
IF NPRES - 0, NO PRESSURE GRADIENT TERMS ARE CALCULATED IN 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
IF NPRES < 0, THE PRESSURE GRADIENTS ARE ASSUMED TO BE 
IN THE X-DIRECTION AND IN THE Y-DIRECTION, AND 
ARE READ IN FOR EVERY IABS(NPRES) TH TIMESTEP. 
IF THE PRESSURE GRADIENTS WILL NOT CHANGE 
THE RUN, SET NPRES = -1000000 
IF NPRES > 0, A PRESSURE ARRAY IS READ IN FOR EVERY NPRES TH 
TIMESTEP. IF THE ARRAY WILL NOT CHANGE DURING 
C RUN, SET NPRES = 1000000 
C NWAVE - CODE FOR CALLING SUBROUTINE FETCH TO CALCULATE WIND 
C GENERATED WAVES rO BE USED WITH SQBROUTINE ENERGY. 
C NWAVE MUST BE" ANY INTERGER VALUE GREATER THAN ZERO . 
C NKE - CODE TO CALL SUBROUTINE ENERGY TO CALCULATE THE 
C KINETIC ENERGY IN EACH GRID PER SQUARE FOOT DO TO 
C WIND-WAVES, CURRENTS, AND SHIP TRAFFIC. 
C M NUMBER OF SQUARES IN NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION 
C N NUMBER OF SQUARES IN EAST-WEST DIRECTION 
C**** 
C DEFINITION OF REAL VARIABLES 
C DT TIME STEP (SEC) 
C TI TIME (MIN) 
C TO TIME (HRS) 
C DX LENGTH OF SIDE FOR GRID IN THE X-DIRECTION (FT) 
C DY LENGTH OF SIDE FOR GRID IN THE Y-DIRECTION (FT) 
C G 32.2 FT/(SEC**2) 
C DXINV 1. IDX 
C DYINV 1;/DY 
C DTDX DTIDX 
C DTDY DT/DY 
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C DTDXDY DT/(DX*DY) 
C GDTDX G*DT/DX 
C GDTDY G*DT/DY 
C**** 
PI2 a 2.0*3.14159 
CALL INPUT 
MP1 aM+1 
NP1 aN+1 
DXINVa1./DX 
DYINV-1 JDY 
DTDXaDT*DXINV 
DTDY-DT*DYINV 
DTDXDY2DTDX*DYINV 
G-32.2 
GDTDX-G*DTDX 
GDTDY-G*DTDY 
C READ(7) U,V,DEPTH 
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C READ(7) «U(I,J) ,J 2 1,N) ,I21,M) ,( (V( I,J ) ,J=1 , NP1) ,1=1 ,M), 
C 1 «DEPTH(I,J),J-1,N),I a1,M) 
C WR I TE ( 9) « U (I , J) , J -1 , N) , 1-1 ,MP 1 ) , ( ( V ( I , J) , J = 1 ,NP 1 ) , 121 ,M) , 
C 1 «DEPTH(I,J),Ja1,N);I-1,M) 
C DO 802 J-1,N 
C DO 802 121,M 
C IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 802 
C H(I,J)=DEPTH(I~J)+Z(I,J) 
C 802 CONTINUE 
C DO 801 J-1,N 
C DO 801 1-1 ,M 
C IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 801 
C DEPTH(I,J)-H(I~J)-Z(I,J) 
C 801 CONTINUE 
C PRINT 4279, TI 
IF(NCOR.NE.O) CALL CORIOL 
IF(NWND~NE.O) CALL WNDSET 
IF(NPRES.NE.O) CALL PRESSU 
IF(NWAVE~NE~O) CALL FETCH 
IF(NKE.NE.O) CALL ENERGY(l ) 
C DEFINITION OF ARRAYS 
C Z(I,J) DEPTH OF THE WATER AT LOW TIDE, ENTERED AS NEGATIVES (FT ) 
C H(I,J) HEIGHT OF WATER ABOVE LOW WATER ( FT) 
C U(I,J) MASS TRANSPORT/UNIT WIDTH, +SOUTH, -NORTH ( FT*FT/ SEC ) 
C V(I,J) MASS TRANSPORT/UNIT WIDTH, +EAST, -WEST ( FT*FT/ SEC ) 
C IO(L) I LOCATION OF SOURCE Q(L) 
C JO(L) J LOCATION OF SOURCE Q(L) 
C Q(L) VOLUME RATE OF RIVER(L), (FT**3/SEC) 
C LATER Q(L) .. Q(L)*DT/(DX*DY) (FT) 
C IH(L) I LOCATION OF SQUARE THAT IS PARTIALLY LAND 
C JH(L) J LOCATION OF SQUARE THAT IS PARTIALLY LAND 
C DS2WA(L) FRACTION (IN TENTHS) OF THE SQUARE THAT IS LAND 
C LATER DS2WA(L) = 1. / (1.-DS2WA(L)) 
C HKEEP(L) VALUE OF H BEFORE ' ADJUSTMENT FOR LAND PRESENT IN A SQUARE 
C IG(L) I LOCATION OF SQUARE WITH SIDE TO BE RESHAPED 
C JG(L) J LOCATION OF SQUARE WITH SIDE TO BE RESHAPED 
C KG(L) EQUALS 3 FOR SOUTH SIDE, EQUALS 4 FOR EAST SIDE 
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C GG(L) WIDTH OF OPENING (FT) 
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C ZG(L) DEPTH OF CHANNEL BELOW THE BOTTOM (FT) ENTERED AS NEG 
C CG(L) DEPTH OF BARRIER BELOW LOW WATER (FT) ENTERED AS NEG 
C*** SUBROUTINE INPUT READS IN DATA FOR PARTICULAR SIMULATION AREA AND 
PRINTS 
C OUT INFORMATION CONCERNING LENGTH OF RUN, POSITION OF BARRIERS, 
C HYDRAULIC SOURCES, FORCING EQUATION, BOTTOM DEPTHS, PARTIAL OF 
LAND******* 
IF(NSOURC.EQ.O) GO TO 41 
DO 30 LLa1,NSOURC 
C ***CONVERTS THE CUBIC FEET/SEC OF HYDRAULIC SOURCES(RIVERS) TO AN 
C INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN HEIGHT************** 
30 Q(LL)~Q(LL)*DTDXDY 
41 CONTINUE 
C TlaO. 
TI-46080 
LTa-1440. 
LW--1420. 
JW-20 
CALL FRICT 
C****BEGIN MAJOR ITERATION LOOP***** 
DO 21 K .. 1,KT 
C PRINT 1000, K 
1000 FORMA T(I 10) 
C****TI AND LT ARE USED AS COUNTERS******** 
LTaLT+1 
LW-LW+1 
IF(MOD(K,60).EQ.0) CALL FRICT 
IF«NWND.NE.O).AND.(MOD(K,IABS(NWND)).EQ.O)) CALL WNDSET 
IF«NPRES.NE.O).AND.(MOD(K,IABS(NPRES)).EQ.O)) CALL PRESSU 
TlaTI+DT/60. 
C**** SUBROUTINE FLORAT CALCULATES MASS TRANSPORTS IN U AND V 
DIRECTIONS**** 
CALL FLORA TO 
IF(NGATES.EQ.O) GO TO 19 
C**** 
AND 
SUBROUTINE GATE ADJUSTS MASS TRANSPORT DUE TO OPENINGS, CHANNELS 
C BARRIERS****** 
18 CALL GATE 
19 IF(NDELH.EQ.O) GO TO 24 
C****STORES THE CALCULATED HEIGHT TO BE ADJUSTED FOR PARTIALLY LAND 
SQUARE*** 
DO 23 La1, NDELH 
IaIH(L) 
JaJH(L) 
HKEEP (L) ,.H(I, J) 
23 CONTINUE 
24 IF(NSOURC.EQ.O) GO TO 42 
C****ADDS INCREMENT CHANGE IN HEIGHT DUE TO HYDRAULIC SOURCES ONTO 
PRESENT 
C HEIGHT***** 
DO 11 LL=1,NSOURC 
IaIO( LL) 
JaJO(LL) 
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11 H(I,J)~H(I,J)+Q(LL) 
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C****************** MAJOR DIFFERENCE EQUATION ************************ 
C****NEW HEIGHT- OLD HEIGHT + DT/DS (CHANGE IN U + CHANGE IN V )**** 
42 DO 20 J .. l,N 
DO 20 I-l,M 
IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 20 
H(I,~)-H(I,J)+DTDX*(U(I,J)-U(I+l ,J))+DTDY*(V(I,J)-V(I,J+l)) 
20 CONTINUE 
IF(NDELH.EQ.O) GO TO 322 
C****INCREASES"THE HEIGHT IN A SQUARE WHICH IS PARTIALLY LAND*** 
DO 31 L~l,NDELH 
I",IH(L) 
J~JH(L) 
H(I,J)-HKEEP(L)+(H(I,J)-HKEEP(L))*DS2WA(L) 
31 CONTINUE 
322 CONTINUE 
IF(LW.LT.O) GO TO 32 
IF(NKE.NE.O) CALL ENERGY(2) 
DO 709" J-l , N 
DO 709 I-l,M 
IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 709 
DEPTH(I,J)-H(I~J)-Z(I,J) 
709 CONTINUE 
IF(LW.NE.JW) GO TO 35 
C PRINT "10aO, K 
C 43 WRITE(1,1001) «U(IK,JK),JK=l,N),IK=l,MP1), 
WRITE(9) «U(IK,JK),JK-l,N),IK-l,MP1), 
1( (V(IK,JK) ,JK",l ,NP1) ,IK-l ,M), 
2( (DEPTH(IK, JK) , JK-l , N), IK",l ,M) 
43 CONTINUE 
1001 FORMAT(8Fl0.4,/) 
LW-O 
35 IF(LT.NE.JI) GO TO 32 
CALL PUTOUT 
LT=O 
32 CONTINUE 
C****REPROPORTIONS THE MASS TRANSPORTS THAT WERE ADJUSTED IN SUBROUTINE 
GATE*** 
IF(NGATES.EQ.O) GO TO 29 
22 DO 105 L",l,NGATES 
PROP-PRO(L) 
IF(PROP.EQ.O ) GO TO 105 
I~IG(L) 
J .. JG( L) 
KK",KG(L) 
IF(KK.EQ.4) GO TO 101 
U(I+l;J)~U(I+l,J)/PROP 
GO TO 105 
101 V(I, J+1) -V(I, J+l ) /PROP 
105 CONTINUE 
29 CONTINUE 
21 CONTINUE 
IF(NKE.NE.O) CALL ENERGY(3) 
C WRITE(8) U,V,DEPTH 
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WRITE( 6, 10) 
C ENDFILE 21 
STOP 
END 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
SUBROUTINE INPUT 
INTEGER*4 KT 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
3 IB/NGATES,IG(270),JG(270),KG(270),GG(270),ZG(270) ,CG(270), 
4 PRO(270) 
5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO(99 ) ,Q(99),NDELH, 
6 IH(40),JH(40) ;DS2WA(40) 
7/D/NCOR,CORU(69),CORV(68) 
8 IE/NWND,WX(69,40) ,WY(68,41) 
9 IF/NPRES,SPWT,PX(69,40),PY(68,41) ,NWAVE,NKE 
400 FORMAT(1H1,111 ,60X, 'PROBLEM PARAMETERS',11,30X,'GRID INCREMENTS 
1ARE: DX a',F5.2,', DY =',F5.2,' MILES',11,30X, 'TIME INCREMENT (DT 
2) IS',F6.2,'SECONDS', 11,30X~'NUMBER OF GRIDS IN X-DIR. (M) IS', 
3 14,11,30X, 'NUMBER OF GRIDS IN Y-DIR. (N) IS' ,I4,II,30X, 'NUMBER 0 
4F SOURCES PRESENT (NSOURC) IS',I4) 
503 FORMAT(50X,213,2F10.2) 
700 FORMAT(III,20X, 'SOURCE INFORMATION' ,II,25X, 'GR I D LOCATION' ,10X, 
1 'DISCHARGE') 
800 FORMAT(/,36X,' LAND LOCATION I J LAND/SQUARE',/ ) 
900 FORMAT(20X,215,15X,F10.3) 
1400 FORMAT(/,20X, 'THE FORCING EQN IS HG z 0.584 - 0.3531*SIN(T/12. 42 
1) - ',1,44X,'O.1077*SIN(T/12.00) - 0.0429*SIN(T/12.66) + 0.2913* 
2SIN(T/25.82) ';1,44X, ,- 0.0840*SIN(T/23.93) - 0.3069*COS(T/12. 42 ) 
3-0.2548*COS(T/12.00) ',I,44X, ,- 0.0045*COS(T/12;66) - 0.5951*COS( 
4T/25. 82) + O. 6366*cOs( T/23. 93) ',!) 
1800 FORMAT(1H1 ,11,60X, 'BOTTOM ELEVATIONS' ,II) 
1801 FORMAT(2X,'J/I' ,22(1X,I2,2X),/) 
1802 FORMAT(II,2X,I2,1X,22F5.1) 
2001 FORMAT(918,214) 
2002 FORMAT(6(212,F8.3)) 
2003 FORMAT(17F4.1) 
2004 FORMAT(8(213~F4.0)) 
2005 FORMAT(4(213,I2;3F4.0)) 
2006 FORMAT(213,2F8.0,F5~0) 
2300 FORMAT(/,30X, 'TOTAL ' NUMBER OF PRINT OUTS FOR THIS RUN ( NT) IS',I6, 
111,30X, 'NUMBER OF TIME INCREMENTS BETWEEN PRINTING (JI) IS',I5, 
311,30X, 'TOTAL NUMBER OF GATES (NGATES) IS',I5, 
411,30X, 'NUMBER OF SQUARES PARTLY LAND IS (NDELH) ',15) 
2501 FORMA T( 50X, 313, 3F1 O. 1 ) 
2502 FORMAT(II,20X, 'NARROW OPENINGS',15X,' I J K WIDTH WEIR DEPTH 
1 CANAL DEPTH',/) 
C****READS IN INTEGER VARIABLES FOR THE PARTICULAR SIMULATION*** 
READ(5,2006) M,N,DX,DY,DT 
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DXINV·1./DX 
DYINV·1 ~ IDY 
DXMILE:ioDX/5280. 
D YMILE::oDY/52 80. 
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READ(5,2001) JI,NT,NSOURC,NGATES,NDELH,NWND,NCOR,NCONV,NPRES, 
1 NWAVE, NKE 
READ(5,2003) SPWT 
KT-JI*NT 
WRITE(6,400) DXMILE,DYMILE,DT,M,N,NSOURC 
WRITE(6,2300) NT,JI,NGATES,NDELH 
IF(NSOURC.EQ.O) GO TO 22 
WRITE(6,700) 
C****READS IN HYDRAULIC SOURCE LOCATION AND FLOW IN CFS*** 
READ(5,2002) (IO(I),JO(I),Q(I),I::01,NSOURC) 
DO 1 1-1, NSOURC 
WRITE(6;900) IO(I),JO(I) ,Q(I) 
Q(I)-Q(I)*1.55 
1 CONTINUE 
22 IF(NDELH.EQ.O) GO TO 32 
C****READS IN LOCATION OF PARTIAL LAND SQUARES AND FRACTION OF LAND*** 
WRITE(6,800) 
READ(5,2004) (IH(L),JH(L),DS2WA(L),L·1,NDELH) 
DO 30 L-1,NDELH 
WRITE(6,503) IH(L),JH(L),DS2WA(L) 
30 DS2WA(L)-1 ./(1 .-DS2WA(L)) 
32 CONTINUE 
WRITE( 6, 1400) 
IF(NGATES.EQ.O) GO TO 43 
WRITE(6,2502) 
C****READS IN GATE LOCATION, OPENING AND CHANNNEL DEPTH 
READ(5,2005) (IG(L),JG(L),KG(L) ,GG(L),ZG(L),CG(L),L::01,NGATES) 
DO 31 LLa1,NGATES 
WRITE(6,2501) IG(LL),JG(LL),KG(LL),GG (LL),ZG( LL),CG(LL) 
DSINV .. DYINV 
IF(MOD(KG(LL),2).EQ.0) DSINV .. DXI NV 
GG(LL)aGG(LL)*DSINV 
31 CONTINUE 
C**** READS IN BOTTOM DEPTHS*** 
DO 43 J·1,N 
43 READ(5,2003) (Z(I,J),Ia1,M) 
C****INITIALIZES MASS TRANSPORTS TO ZERO*** 
DO 5 J a 1,N 
U(M+1,J)"0. 
FRIC(M+1,J;1)aO. 
FRIC(M+1,J,2)=0; 
WX(M+1,J)aO. 
PX(M+1,J)=0. 
DO 5 I-1,M 
ucr, J) aO. 
vcr, J) .. O. 
FRIC(I,J;1)aO. 
FRIC(I,J,2)"0. 
WX(I,J)=O. 
WY(I,J)"O. 
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PX(I,J) .. O. 
PY(I,J)-O. 
IF(Z(I,J)~GE.O.) GO TO 4 
C Z(I,J)--Z(I,J) 
C AM-I 
C H(I,J) .. 2.-AM*.023 
H(I, J) -0. 
GO TO 5 
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C****SETS LAND SQUARES TO A HEIGHT OF 1,000,000****** 
4 H (I , J) -1 . EO 6 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 6 1-1 ,M 
V(I,N+1 ) .. 0. 
FRIC(I~N+1;1) .. 0. 
WY(I,N+1 )-O~ 
Py(I,N+1 )-0. 
FRIC(I,N+1 ,2)~0. 
6 CONTINUE 
DO 7 I .. 1,M 
CORU(I) -0. 
CORV(I)-O. 
7 CONTINUE 
CORU(M+1)sO. 
C****PRINTS OUT BOTTOM ELEVATIONS**** 
N22-«N+21)/22)*22 
DO 201 NSTRT-1,N22,22 
NSTOP .. NSTRT+21 
IF(NSTOP.GT.N) NSTOP=N 
WRITE(6,1800) 
WRITE(6,1801) (J,J=NSTRT,NSTOP) 
DO 201 1-1 ,M 
201 WRITE(6, 1802) (I,(Z(I,J),J-NSTRT,NSTOP)) 
69 RETURN 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
END 
SUBROUTINE FLORAT 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68, 40) , 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
7/D/NCOR,CORU(69),CORV(68) 
8/E/NWND,WX(69,40),WY(68,41) 
9/F/NPRES,SPWT,PX(69,40),PY(68,41),NWAVE,NKE 
C****TO- TIME IN HOURS 
C TO-TI/60. 
C****T-TIME * 2 * PI 
C T - TO*PI2 
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C****HG-FORCING FUNCTION DEVELOPED FOR CHACTERISTIC 14-DAY TIDE OCCURING 
C IN TAMPA BAY 
C****FORCING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE SIMULATION**** 
C HG .. 0.584-0.3531*SIN(T/12.42)-0.1077*SIN(T/12.00) 
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C 1-0.0429*SIN(T/12.66)+O.2913*SIN(T/25.82)-O.0840*SIN(T123.93) 
C 2-0.3069*COS(T/12.42)-O.2548*COS(T/12.00)-O.0045*COS(T112.66) 
C 3-0.5951*COS(T/25.82)+O.6366*COS(T/23.93) 
C HGG(T)8.7+0.6493-0.2199*SIN(T/12.42)-O.4947*COS(T/12.42) 
C 1+0.1258*SIN(T/12.00)+O.0094*COS(T/12.00)+O.0802*SIN(T112.66) 
C 2+0.0411*COS(T/12.66)-O.4599*SIN(T/25.82)+0.1647*COS(T125.82) 
C 3+0.0206*SIN(T/23.93)-O.6119*COS(T/23.93) 
C**** 
HGG(T)-.7+.6475+.2680*SIN(T/12.42)-.4681*COS(T/12.42)+.0675* 
1 SIN(T/12.00)+.1135*COS(T/12.00)+.0158*SIN(T/12.66)+.0974* 
2 COS(T/12.66)-.4801*SIN(T/25.82)-.0494*COS(T/25.82)+.3054* 
3 SIN(T/23.93)-.5350*COS(T/23.93) 
HGFAC ... 91 
C TLAG--40. 
TLAG-O. 
T-(TI+TLAG)/60.*PI2 
HG .. HGFAC*HGG( T) 
DAVG-H(47,1)-Z(47,1) 
ADV-GDTDY*(HG-H(47,1))*DAVG 
FLOW".5*(U(47,1)+U(48,1)) 
QFLOW .. (V(47,1)**2+FLOW**2)**.5 
CONV .. O. 
COR .. CORV(47)*FLOW 
IF(NCONV.EQ.O) GO TO 5 
CALL CONVBD(47,1,2,SV2,SVU) 
CONV-SV2/DAVG+SVU/DAVG 
5 CONTINUE 
PRES-PY(47,1)*DAVG 
V(47,1)-(V(47,1)+ADV-COR+CONV+WY(47,1)+PRES) /(1 .+FRI C(47 ,1,2 )* 
1 QFLOWI (DAVG*DAVG)) 
62 CONTINUE 
DAVG-H(52,1)-Z(52,1) 
ADV-GDTDY*(HG-H(52,1))*DAVG 
FLOW".5*(U(52,1)+U(53,1)) 
QFLOW2(V(52,1)**2+FLOW**2)**.5 
CONV .. O. 
COR-CORV(52)*FLOW 
IF(NCONV.EQ.O) GO TO 6 
CALL CONVBD(52,1,2,SV2,SVU) 
CONV .. SV2/DAVG+SVU/DAVG 
6 CONTINUE 
PRES"PY(52,1)*DAVG 
V(52,1),,(V(52,1)+ADV-COR+CONV+WY(52,1)+PRES)/(1.+FRIC(52,1,2 ) * 
1 QFLOW/(DAVG*DAVG)) 
63 CONTINUE 
DO 52 1-57,68 
DAVG-H(I,1)-Z(I,1) 
ADV-GDTDY*(HG-H(I,l))*DAVG 
FLOW-. 5*(U(I, 1) +U(I+1 ,1)) 
QFLOW .. (V(I,1)**2+FLOW**2)**.5 
CONV-O. 
COR .. CORV(I)*FLOW 
IF(NCONV.EQ.O) GO TO 7 
CALL CONVBD(I,1,2,SV2,SVU) 
Vol I 
CONV-SV2!DAVG+SVU!DAVG 
7 CONTINUE 
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PRESaPY(I,1)*DAVG 
V(I,1)~(V(I,1)+ADV-COR+CONV+WY(I,1)+PRES)!(1.+FRIC(I,1,2)*QFLOW 
1 !(DAVG*DAVG» 
IF(I.GE.67) GO TO 52 
IF(I.NE.65) HGFAC=HGFAC+.01 
C TLAGaTLAG+4. 
T-(TI+TLAG)/60.*PI2 
HG-HGFAC*HGG( T) 
52 CONTINUE 
DO 53 J-1,9 
DAVG-H(M,J)-Z(M,J) 
ADV-GDTDX*(H(M,J)-HG)*DAVG 
FLOW-.5*(V(M,J)+V(M,J+1» 
QFLOW-(U(M+1,J)**2+FLOW**2)**.5 
CONV .. O. 
COR=CORU(M+1)*FLOW 
IF(NCONV.EQ.O) GO TO 8 
CALL CONVBD(M+1 ,J,3,SU2,SUV) 
CONV=SU2!DAVG+SUV!DAVG 
8 CONTINUE 
PRESmPX(M+1,J)*DAVG 
U(M+1 ,J)~(U(M+1 ,J)+ADV+COR+CONV+WX(M+l ,J)+PRES)/(l.+ 
1 FRIC(M+1,J,1)*QFLOW!(DAVG*DAVG» 
53 · CONTINUE 
C******** MAJOR LOOP FOR MASS TRANSPORT EQUATIONS ************** 
DO 45 J .. 1,N 
DO 45 I,.,l,M 
IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 45 
C THE FOLLOWING IS TO DETERMINE IF THE WATER SQUARE HAS GONE 
DRY************ 
C IF«H(I,J)-Z(I,J».LT .• 1) WRITE(1,100) I,J 
100 FORMAT(5X, 'THE GRID SQUARE',2I3,' HAS GONE DRY') 
IF«H(I,J)-Z(I,J».LT •• l) H(I,J)-Z(I,J)+.l 
D1-H(I,J)-Z(I,J) 
IF(NCONV.GT.O) CALL CONVMO(I,J,SU2,SUV,SV2,SVU) 
IF(I.EQ.M) GO TO 11 
IF(Z{ I+i , J) • GE. 0.) GO TO 11 
C THE FOLLOWING IS TO DETERMINE IF THE WATER SQUARE HAS GONE 
DRY************ 
IF ( ( H (I + 1 , J) - Z ( 1+1 , J) ) • LT •. 1) H ( 1+1 , J) .. Z (I + 1 , J) +. 1 
D3~H(I+1 ,J)-Z(I+1 ,J) 
C****DAVG ,.. AVERAGE DEPTH AT BOUNDARY OF SQUARE**** 
DAVG-(D1+D3)*.5 
C****MASS TRANSPORT·EQUATION IN U-DIRECTION*** 
ADV-GDTDX*(H(I,J)-H(I+1,J»*DAVG 
FLOW-.25*(V(I,J)+V(I+1 ~J)+V(I,J+1)+V(I+1 ,J+l» 
QFLOW-(U(I+1,J)**2+FLOW**2)**.5 
CONV=O. 
COR-CORU(I+l)*FLOW 
IF(NCONV.GT.O) CONV~SU2!DAVG+SUV!DAVG 
PRES-PX(I+1,J)*DAVG 
U(I+1,J)-(U(I+l,J)+ADV+COR+CONV+WX(I+l,J)+PRES)!(1.+ 
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1 FRIC(I+1,J,1)*QFLOW/(DAVG*DAVG» 
11 IF(J.EQ.N) GO TO 45 
IF(ZO;J+1).GE.O.) GO TO 45 
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C THE FOLLOWING IS TO DETERMINE IF THE WATER SQUARE HAS GONE 
DRY************ 
IF(H(I,J+1).LT.Z(I,J+1» H(I,~+1) .. Z(I,J+1) 
D4 a H(I,J+1)-Z(I,J+1) 
DAVG-(D1+D4)*.5 
C****MASS TRANSPORT EQUATION IN V-DIRECTION*** 
ADV-GDTDY*(H(I,J)-H(I,J+1»*DAVG 
FLOW ... 25*(U(I,J)+U(I+1 ,J)+U(I,J+1 )+U(I+1 ,J+1» 
QFLOW~(V(I,J+1)**2+FLOW**2)**.5 
CONVoaO. 
CORoaCORV(I)*FLOW 
IF(NCONV.GT.O) CONV .. SV2/DAVG+SVU/DAVG 
PRES-PY(I,J+1)*DAVG 
V(I,J+1)-(V(I,J+1)+ADV-COR+CONV+WY(I,J+1)+PRES)/(1.+ 
1 FRIC(I,J+1,2)*QFLOW/(DAVG*DAVG» 
45 CONTINUE 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FRICT 
INTEGER*4 KT 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO(99),Q(99),NDELH, 
6IH(40),JH(40 ) ,DS2WA(40) 
C**** FRICTION FACTOR CALCULATION BY ARRAY 
C 
C 
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FRICTION COEFFICIENT TO BE APPLIED 
TO 
C THE TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS IN FLORAT EACH TIME STEP. 
C FRIC(I,J,1) IS FRICTION COEFFICIENT TO COMPUTE U( I,J) TRANSPORT 
C FRIC(I,J,2) IS FRICTION COEFFICIENT TO COMPUTE V( I,J ) TRANSPORT 
C**** NEED TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURE IN MAIN IN TIME DO LOOP TO UPDATE 
FRICTION 
C COEFFICIENT IF UPDATE IS DESIRED. 
C**** MUST CALL FRICT PRIOR TO STARTING TIME DO LOOP TO ESTABLISH 
INITIAL 
C FRICTION COEFFICIENT 
C**** CHANGE ALL *GX TO 1(1.+FRIC(I,J,KK)*QFLOW/DAVG*DAVG) WHERE KK IS 1 
C FOR U TRANSPORT AND 2 ·FOR V TRANSPORT. QFLOW IS THE SQUARE ROOT OF 
C U SQUARED AND V SQUARED WHERE THE APPROPRIATE TERMS IS AVERAGED. 
C DAVG IS THE AVERAGE DEPTH AT THE LOCATION AND IS SAME AS OLD 
MJDEL. 
C THE SAME VALUES FOR I,J AS USED IN OLD MJDEL CAN BE USED IN THE 
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C FRIC(I,J,KK) WITH THE APPROPRIATE 1 OR 2 FOR KK. 
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C**** CAN DELETE ALL IF(NCLOCK. ) AND GX~ STATEMENTS IN FLORAT 
C CAN ALSO DELETE NCLOCK~ STATEMENT 
C**** MUST ADD DT,G(GRAVITY) AND FRIC(M+l ,N+l ,2) TO ALL COMMON LISTS 
C**** INITIALIZE FRIC(I,J,1/2) TO ZERO IN INPUT 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C**** SETTING CONSTANT VALUES FOR FUTURE USE. 
C 
CONS-DT*G/(1.486**2) 
Dl 3-1./3. 
D73-2.+D13 
C**** MAJOR LOOP TO CALCULATE FRICTION FACTOR AT ALL GRIDS 
DO 100 I-l,M 
DO 100 J-l,N 
JJJJ-O 
KKKK-O 
11,,1+1 
J1 -J+l 
C 
C**** SKIPPING CALCULATING FF IF LAND. 
C 
IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 100 
KKK .. 1 
IF(I.NE.l) KKK .. 2 
106 CONTINUE 
C**** CALCULATING FF FOR U TRANSPORT. NEED TWO VALUES FOR 1=1 AND 
C SKIPPING IF GRID 1+1 IS LAND. KKK AND KKKK ARE CONTROLS. 
C IF BOUNDARY GRID ·USE GRID DEPTH FOR DEPTH FOR CALCULATING 
C FF FOR TRANSPORT LEAVING MODELED AREA (NORMAL TO) 
KKKK .. 2 
C 
II .. 1 
JJ .. O 
KK-l 
IF(I.EQ.M) GO TO 103 
IF(I.EQ.l.AND.KKK.EQ.l) GO TO 103 
IF( Z(I1 , J) .GE. 0.) GO TO 101 
ZFRIC-.5*(-(Z(I;J)+Z(Il,J))+H(I,J)+H(Il,J)) 
GO TO 1 02 
1 03 CONTINUE 
ZFRIC--Z(I,J)+H(I,J) 
II-a 
KKKK-2 
IF(I.EQ.l) KKKK=1 
IF( 1. EQ.M) II .. 1 
KKK .. 2 
GO TO 102 
101 CONTINUE 
JJJ-1 
IF(J.NE.l) JJJ:a2 
107 CONTINUE 
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C**** CALCULATING FF FOR V TRANSPORT. NEED TWO VALUES FOR Jz1 AND 
C SKIPPING IF GRID J+1 IS LAND. JJJ AND JJJJ ARE CONTROLS. 
C BOUNDARY GRID SAME AS IN PREVIOUS COMMENT 
JJJJ .. 2 
II-O 
JJ .. 1 
KK .. 2 
IF(J.EQ.N) GO TO 104 
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.JJJ.EQ.1) GO TO 104 
IF(Z(I,J1).GE.0.) GO TO 100 
ZFRIC-.5*(-(Z(I,J)+Z(I,J1»+H(I,J)+H(I,J1» 
GO TO T 02 
104 CONTINUE 
ZFRIC--Z(I,J)+H(I,J) 
JJ-O 
JJJJ-2 
IF(J.EQ.1) JJJJ .. 1 
IF(J.EQ.N) JJ .. 1 
JJJ-2 
102 CONTINUE 
C 
C**** CALCULATING MANNINGS N AS FUNCTION OF DEPTH 
RN-.014 
IF(ZFRIC.LT.34.) RN-.0225-.00025*ZFRIC 
IF(ZFRIC.LT.18.) RN-.0396-.0012*ZFRIC 
IF(ZFRIC.LT.8.) RN-.062-.004*ZFRIC 
IF(ZFRIC.LT.3.) RN=.08-.01*ZFRIC 
C**** NOTE FRICTION FACTOR INCLUDES THE DT MULTIPLIER 
FRIC(I+II,J+JJ,KK)-RN**2*CONS/ZFRIC**D13 
IF(JJJJ.EQ.1) GO TO 107 
IF(KKKK.EQ.1 ) GO TO 106 
IF(KK.EQ.1) GO TO 101 
1 00 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
END 
SUBROUTINE CORIOL 
INTEGER*4 KT 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO(99),Q(99),NDELH, 
6 IH(40),JH(40),DS2WA(40) 
7/D/NCOR,CORU(69),CORV(68) 
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN FOR FINDING THE CORIOLIS COEFFICIENT 
FOR 
C A GRID SYSTEM LOCATED IN THE NORTHERN HEMISHPERE w~TH X- AND Y-
AXES 
C ORIENTED PARALLEL TO NORTH-SOUTH AND EAST-WEST LINES, RESPECTIVELY, 
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C AND WITH ITS ORIGIN IN THE UPPER LEFT-HAND CORNER. TO BE USED IN 
THE 
C SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE, TLAT SHOULD BE INPUT AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER. 
IF 
C THE GRID SYSTEM IS ORIENTED IN ANY DIRECTION BUT N-S AND E-W, THE 
C CORU AND CORV ARRAYS SHOULD BE REDIMENSIONED TO CORU(M+l,N) AND 
C CORV(M,N+l), AND THESE ARRAYS SHOULD BE FILLED TO REFLECT THE 
LATITUDE 
C AT THE LOCATION OF EVERY U AND V IN THE GRID SYSTEM. 
C**** 
100 FORMAT(F8.0) 
C 
C**** TLAT a LATITUDE IN DEGREES OF THE ORIGIN OF THE GRID SYSTEM 
C READ(5,100) TLAT 
DEGRAD-3.141593/180. 
TLAT~TLAT*DEGRAD 
C 
FTNMa6080. 
DXNM-DX/FTNM 
TCORRaDXNMl60.*DEGRAD 
CORFAC~4.*3.1q1593/(3600.*24.)*DT 
IF(NCOR.EQ.-l) GO TO 20 
C**** CALCULATE A CORIOLIS COEFFICIENT FOR EACH ROW OF U'S AND V'S IN 
THE 
C GRID SYSTEM BASED ON THE LATITUDE OF EACT OF THOSE ROWS. 
C 
TLATU-TLAT 
TLATV-TLAT-.5*TCORR 
DO 1-0 Ial,M 
II-I-l 
CORU(I)aCORFAC*SIN(TLATU-II*TCORR) 
CORV(I)aCORFAC*SIN(TLATV-II*TCORR) 
10 CONTINUE 
CORU(M+l)=CORFAC*SIN(TLATU-M*TCORR) 
RETURN 
20 CONTINUE 
C**** CALCULATE A SINGLE VALUE OF THE CORIOLIS COEFFICIENT FOR THE 
ENTIRE 
C GRID SYSTEM BASED ON THE LATITUDE AT THE CENTER OF THE SYSTEM. 
CORRCaCORFAC*SIN(TLAT-M/2.*TCORR) 
DO 30 I"1,M 
CORU(I)~CORRC 
CORV(I) .. CORRC 
30 CONTINUE 
CORU(M+l) .. CORRC 
40 CONTINUE 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONVMO(I,J,SU2,SUV,SV2,SVU) 
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COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
SU2 .. 0. 
SUV .. O. 
SV2 .. 0. 
SVU .. O. 
IF(I.EQ.M) GO TO 10 
IF(Z{I+1,J).GE.0.) GO TO 10 
UC .. UCI+1 ,J) 
VC .. (V(I,J)+V(I+1 ,J)+V(I,J+1 )+V(I+1 ,J+1) )/4. 
U1 .. (U( I, J)+UCI+1 ,J) )/2. 
U3 .. (UCI+1 ,J)+UCI+2,J) )/2. 
U2"U(I+1,J) 
IF(J.NE.1) U2"(UCI+1,J-1)+UCI+1,J))/2. 
U4 .. U{I+1 ,J) 
IF ( J. NE. N) U 4 .. ( U CI + 1 , J) +U CI + 1 , J + 1 ) ) 12. 
SU2"UC*(U1-U3)*DTDX 
SUV .. VC*(U2-U4)*DTDY 
10 IF(J.EQ.N) RETURN 
IF(Z(I,J+1).GE.0.) RETURN 
VC,.V(I, J+1) 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
UC .. (UCI,J)+UCI+1 ,J)+UCI,J+1 )+UCI+1 ,J+1) )/4. 
V2 .. (V(I,J)+V(I,J+1))/2. 
V4 .. (V(I,J+1 )+V(I,J+2) )/2. 
V1 .. V ( I, J + 1 ) 
IF(LNE.1) V1 .. (V(I-1 ,J+1 )+V(I,J+1) )/2. 
V3'" V ( I , J + 1 ) 
IF ( L NE • M) V3 =- ( V ( I, J + 1 ) + V (I + 1 , J + 1 ) ) 12. 
SV2=-VC*(V2-V4)*DTDY 
SVU .. UC*(V1-V3)*DTDX 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONVBD(I,J,K,SU2,SUV) 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40) ,Z(68, 40) , 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2) ,G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
SU2 .. 0. 
SUV-O. 
IF(MOD(K,2).EQ.0) GO TO 20 
IF(K.EQ.3) GO TO 10 
VC .. (V(I,J)+V(I,J+1))/2. 
U2 .. U(I, J) 
IF(J.NE.1) U2 .. (U(I,J-1)+U2)/2. 
U4 .. U( I, J) 
IF(J.NE.N) U4"(U4+U(I,J+1))/2. 
SUV-VC*(U2-U4)*DTDY 
RETURN 
10 VC-(V(I,J)+V(I,J+1))/2. 
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U2=U(I,J) 
IF(J.NE.1) U2=(U(I,J-1)+U2)/2. 
U4=U(I, J) 
IF(J.NE.N) U4=(U4+U(I,J+1))/2. 
SUV=VC*(U2-U4)*DTDY 
RETURN 
20 IF(K.EQ.4) GO TO 30 
UC=(U(I,J)+U(I+1 ,J) )/2. 
V1 -V(I, J) 
IF ( 1. NE. 1) V1 = ( V (I -1 , J) + V1 ) 12 • 
V3=V(I, J) 
IF(I.NE.M) V3=(V3+V(I+1,J))/2. 
SUV=UC*(V1-V3)*DTDX 
RETURN 
30 UC=(U(I,J)+U(I+1 ,J))/2. 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
V1=V(I,J) 
IF(1.NE.1) V1=(V(I-1,J)+V1)/2. 
V3=V(I, J) 
IF(I.NE.M) V3=(V3+V(I+1,J))/2. 
SUV=UC*(V1-V3)*DTDX 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE WNDSET 
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C WDIR = ANGLE OF THE WIND HEADING, IN DEGREES, MEASURED CLOCKWISE 
FROM 
C NORTH, CHANGED BY THE PROGRAM TO THE ANGLE OF WIND MEASURED 
CCW 
C FROM EAST 
C WIND = VELOCITY OF WIND (MPH) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGER*4 KT 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40) , 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2) ,G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO(99),Q(99),NDELH, 
6 IH(40) ,JH(40) ,DS2WA(40) 
8/E/NWND,WX(69,40),WY(68,41) 
1/G/DIR,WIND,DEPTH(68,38),WAVEH(68,38),WAVEL(68,38),REACH(68,38) 
DIMENSION WINDA(68,40),WDIRA(68,40) 
46 FORMAT(II,30X, 'WIND HEADING IS',F8.3,' DEGREES CLOCKWISE FROM NORT 
1H AT',F7.2,' MPH.') 
96 FORMAT(2F8.0) 
VO=3.14159/180. 
IF(NWND.GT.O) GO TO 100 
C READ IN A CONSTANT WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION FOR THE WHOLE GRID 
Vol I 
SYSTEM 
C 
READ(9,96) WIND,WDIR 
WRITE(6,46) WDIR,WIND 
69 
C CONVERT WIND ANGLE TO DEGREES CCW FROM EAST 
WDIR=450.-WDIR 
C 
IF(WDIR.GT.360.) WDIR-WDIR-360. 
IF(WDIR.LT.O.) WOIR=WDIR+360. 
C CONVERT WIND ANGLE TO RADIANS 
DIR ,. WOIR * VO 
SDIR-SIN(DIR) 
CDIR .. COS(DIR) 
C 
C CHANGE WIND FROM MPH TO FPS 
WIND=WIND*1.467 
C 
C CALCULATE THE VAN DORN WIND STRESS COEFFICIENT 
C (CRITICAL WINDSPEED - 10 KTS .. 22.967 FPS) 
w!(=-1.1E-6 
C 
IF(WIND.GT.22.967) WK-WK+2.5E-6*(1-22.967/WIND)**2 
WW ... WK*WIND**2*DT 
WWX=-WW*SDIR 
WWY=WW*CDIR 
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C FILL IN THE WIND STRESS ARRAYS, WX AND WY, FOR THE X- AND Y-
DIRECTIONS, 
C RESPECTIVELY 
C 
C 
DO 10 J-1, N 
WX(M+1 ,J)"WWX 
DO 1 0 I .. 1,M 
WX(I,J)-WWX 
WY(I, J) ... WWY 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 11 I=1,M 
WY(I,N+1)=WWY 
11 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
100 CONTINUE 
C READ IN WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION ARRAYS FROM A FILE 
C READ ( 9) WINDA, WOIRA 
C 
C 
DO 20 J-1,N 
DO 20 I,.1,M 
C CHANGE WIND FROM MPH TO FPS 
WINDA(I,J)=WINDA(I,J)*1.467 
C 
C CONVERT WIND ANGLE TO DEGREES CCW FROM EAST 
WO .. 450.-WDIRA(I,J) 
IF(WO.GT.360.) WO-WD-360. 
IF(WD.LT.O.) WO=WD+360. 
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C 
C CONVERT WIND ANGLE TO RADIANS 
WDIRA(I,J)=WD*VO 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
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C CALCULATE VAN DORNS WIND STRESS COEFFICIENT AND FILL IN THE WIND 
STRESS 
C ARRAYS, WX AND WY, FOR THE X- AND Y-DIRECTIONS, RESPECTIVELY 
DO 21 J ... 1,N 
WI=WINDA(M,J) 
WD=WDIRA(M,J) 
WK=1.lE-6 
IF(WI.GT.22.967) WK=WK+2.5E-6*(1.-22.967/WI)**2 
WX(M+l,J)=-WK*WI**2*DT*SIN(WD) 
DO 21 I=l,M 
WI=WINDA(I,J) 
IF(I.NE.1) WI=(WI+WINDA(I-1,J))/2. 
WD=WDIRA(I, J) 
IF(I.NE.1) WD=(WD+WDIRA(I-1,J))/2. 
WK=1;lE-6 
IF(WI.GT.22.967) WK=WK+2.5E-6*(1.-22.967/WI)**2 
WX(I,J)=-WK*WI**2*DT*SIN(WD) 
WI .. WINDA(I,J) 
IF(J.NE.l) WI=(WD+WDIRA(I,J-1))/2. 
WK .. l.1E-6 
IF(WI.GT.22.967) WK=WK+2.5E-6*(1.-22.967/WI)**2 
WY(I,J)=WK*WI**2*DT*COS(WD) 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 22 I=l,M 
WI=WINDA(I, N) 
WD=WDIRA(I,N) 
WK=1.lE-6 
IF(WI.GT.22.967) WK=WK+2.5E-6*(1.-22.967/WI)**2 
WY(I,N+l)=WK*WI**2*DT*COS(WD) 
22 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
SUBROUTINE PRESSU 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
9/F/NPRES,SPWT,PX(69,40),PY(68,41),NWAVE,NKE 
DIMENSION PRESS(68,40) 
FORMAT(2F8.0) 
RRHO=14.7*144./29.92*32.2/SPWT 
C TRACE RRHO,PGX,PGY,PX,PY 
IF(NPRES.GT.O) GO TO 100 
C READ(5,1) PGX,PGY 
DO 10 J"l,N 
Vol I 
DO 10 I=-1,M 
IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 5 
PX(I,J)=PGX*RRHO*DTDX 
5 IF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 10 
PY(I,J)=PGY*RRHO*DTDY 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
100 CONTINUE 
C READ(10) PRESS 
DO 20 J=l,N 
DO 20 I=1,M 
71 
IF( I. EQ.1) GO TO 15 
PX(I,J)=(PRESS(I-l,J)-PRESS(I,J))*RRHO*DTDX 
15 IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 20 
PY(I,J)=(PRESS(I,J-l)-PRESS(I,J))*RRHO*DTDY 
20 CONTINUE 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FETCH 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
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5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO(99),Q(99),NDELH, 
6IH(40),JH(40),DS2WA(40) 
8/E/NWND,WX(69,40),WY(68,41) 
1/G/DIR,WIND,DEPTH(68,40),WAVEH(68,40),WAVEL(68,40) ,REACH(68,40) 
REAL NE,NORTH,NW 
DATA EAST,NE,NORTH,NW,WEST/6.28318, .78540,1.57080,2.35619,3.141591 
DATA SW,SOUTH,SE/3.92699,4.71239,5.497791 
901 FORMAT(2I4,2Fl0.4) 
C BASIC COMPUTATIONS 
C RMAX IS MAXIMUM REACH IN MILES, THIS WILL BE WHEN LEAVING GRID BY 
WATER 
RMAX-l00. 
C WIND IS THE VELOCITY OF THE WIND IN FPS (lMPH = 1.467FPS) 
C DIR IS THE DIRECTION OF THE WIND MEASURED IN RADIANS CCW FROM EAST 
C ***PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DIRECTION IS THE HEADING NOT ORIGINATION*** 
IF(WIND.GT.O.)GO TO 300 
WIND - 20. * 1.467 
C WIND IS NORTHERLY 
DIR = 3./2.*(3.14159) 
300 CONTINUE 
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C HSX,HSY ARE HALF STEPS IN X AND Y DIRECTION 
HSX~. 5*DX 
HSY=.5*DY 
C A IS WIND DIRECTION IN DEGREES 
PSY=DIR 
AaPSY*(360./PI2) 
C PSYBT IS BACK TRACK ANGLE 
C TPSY IS TAN OF BACK TRACK ANGLE 
C RT IS RISE FOR GIVEN ANGLE AND RUN 
C KI DETERMINES WHICH WAY TO INCREMENT K 
C LI DETERMINES WHICH WAY TO INCREMENT L 
C KK DETERMINES WHICH U IS USED 
C LL DETERMINES WHICH V IS USED 
C ML IS THE EXTREME OF K IN THE DIRECTION GOING 
C LN IS THE EXTREME OF L IN THE DIRECTION GOING 
C 
C GRID SQUARE LOCATION 
C 
C 
DO 100 I=1,M 
DO 88 J=1,N 
RUNN=O. 
RTT=O. 
RUN=O. 
RISE=O. 
C CHECKING FOR WATER OR LAND 
C 
C 
IF(Z(I,J).GE.O.) GO TO 97 
K=I 
L=J 
C DETERMINE BACK TRACK ANGLE 
C 
C 
IF(PSY.LT.NE) GO TO 1 
IF(PSY.LT.NORTH) GO TO 2 
IF(PSY.LT.NW) GO TO 3 
IF(PSY.LT.WEST) GO TO 4 
IF(PSY.LT.SW)GO TO 5 
IF(PSY.LT.SOUTH) GO TO 6 
IF(PSY.LT.SE)GO TO 7 
GO TO 8 
C TRACK IS SOUTH OF WEST 
C 
PSYBT=PSY 
LL=O 
LN-1 
LI--1 
28 KI~1 
ML=M 
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KK .. 1 
C 
C START OF TRACKING EAST OR WEST 
C 
26 TPSY=SIN(PSYBT)/COS(PSYBT) 
C 
C CHECK FOR BOUNDARY EAST/WEST 
C 
C 
27 IF(L.NE.LN)GO TO 25 
IF(V(K,L+LL).EQ.O.) GO TO 99 
C FLOW ACROSS BOUNDARY 
C 
GO TO 87 
C 
C CHECK FOR BOUNDARY NORTH/SOUTH 
C 
C 
16 IF(K.NE.ML) GO TO 24 
IF(U(K+KK,L).EQ.O.)GO TO 15 
C FLOW ACROSS BOUNDARY 
C 
C 
C 
GO TO 87 
25 IF(V(K,L+LL).EQ.O.)GO TO 99 
RUN .. DX+RUN 
L"L+LI 
RT=(RUN+HSX)*TPSY 
RTT=RT 
RUNN=RUN+HSX 
IF«RT-RISE).GT.HSX) GO TO 16 
RT=RT-RISE 
IF(RT.LT.HSX) GO TO 27 
24 IF(U(K+KK,L).EQ.O.)GO TO 29 
RISE .. DY+RISE 
K .. K+KI 
GO TO 27 
29 IF(RT.EQ.HSX) GO TO 27 
15 RTT .. RISE + HSY 
RUNN .. (RISE+HSY)/TPSY 
GO TO 99 
C END OF TRACKING 
C 
C TRACK IS SOUTH OF EAST 
C 
4 PSYBT .. WEST-PSY 
C 
C TRACK IS NORTH OF EAST 
C 
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C 
LI=1 
IF(PSY.LT.WEST)GO TO 28 
PSYBT=PSY-WEST 
C TRACK IS NORTH OF WEST 
C 
8 KK=O 
ML=1 
KI:a-1 
IF(PSY.LT.SW)GO TO 26 
DAVG-(D1+D4)*.5 
74 
C****MASS TRANSPORT EQUATION IN V-DIRECTION**** 
PSYBT=EAST-PSY 
LN=1 
LL=O 
LI=-1 
GO TO 26 
C 
C TRACK IS WEST OF SOUTH 
C 
C 
2 PSYBTxNORTH-PSY 
KK=1 
ML=M 
KI=1 
10 LL=O 
LN .. 1 
LI=-1 
C START OF TRACKING NORTH OR SOUTH 
C 
9 TPSY .. SIN(PSYBT)/COS(PSYBT) 
21 IF(K.NE.ML) GO TO 11 
C AT TOP OR BOTTOM SQUARE 
IF(U(K+KK,L).EQ.O.) GO TO 99 
CLEAVING BOUNDARY "BY WATER 
GO TO 87 
C CHECKING SIDE FOR BOUNDARY 
31 IF(L.NE.LN) GO TO 12 
C AT SIDE BOUNDARY CHECKING FOR WATER 
IF(V(K,L+LL).EQ.O.)GO TO 30 
CLEAVING BOUNDARY "BY WATER 
GO TO 87 
C NOT TO BOUNDARY YET 
11 IF(U(K+KK,L).EQ.O.)GO TO 99 
RUN:aDX+RUN 
K=K+KI 
RT=(RUN+HSX)*TPSY 
RTT=RT 
RUNN .. RUN+HSX 
IF«RT-RISE).GT.HSX)GO TO 31 
RT=RT-RISE 
IF(RT.LT.HSX)GO TO 21 
12 IF(V(K,L+LL).EQ.O.)GO TO 23 
RISE =RISE+DY 
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C 
L=L+LI 
GO TO 21 
23 IF(RT.EQ.HSX)GO TO 21 
30 RTT=RISE+HSY 
RUNN=(RISE+HSY)/TPSY 
GO TO 99 
C END OF TRACKING NORTH/SOUTH 
C 
C TRACK IS WEST OF NORTH 
C 
7 PSYBT=PSY-SOUTH 
C 
C TRACK IS EAST OF NORTH 
C 
C 
6 ML=1 
KK=O 
KI=-1 
IF(PSY.GT.SOUTH) GO TO 10 
PSYBT=SOUTH-PSY 
C TRACK IS EAST OF SOUTH 
C 
3 LL=1 
LN=N 
LI=1 
IF(PSY.GT.NW) GO TO 9 
PSYBT=PSY-NORTH 
KK=1 
ML=M 
KI=1 
GO TO 9 
75 
99 REACH(I,J)=(RUNN**2+RTT**2)**.5 
IF(REACH(I,J).EQ.O.)GO TO 89 
GO TO 88 
97 REACH(I,J)=O.OOO 
GO TO 88 
C 
C ASSUMING MAX. REACH 
C 
C 
87 REACH(I,J)=RMAX*5280. 
GO TO 88 
89 REACH(I,J)=.5*(DX+DY)*(.5**2+(.5*TPSY)**2)**.5 
88 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
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C CALCULATING WAVE HEIGHTS, WAVEH;AND PERIODS, TT, IN FEET AND SEC. 
C 
DO 95 I=1,M 
DO 95 J:01,N 
IF(REACH(I,J).EQ.O.)GO TO 95 
WV=WIND 
G1=(G*DEPTH(I,J)/WV**2) 
G2=G*REACH(I,J)/WV**2 
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C 
ANG~.578*G1**.75 
T1~TANH(ANG) 
ANG2=.52*G1**.375 
T2=TANH(ANG2) 
A3=.0125*G2**.42 
A4 =~ 077*G2**. 25 
G3=A4/T2 
G4 .. A3/T1 
IF(REACH(I,J).EQ.(RMAX*5280.))GO TO 96 
WAVEH(I,J) .. (WV**2/G)*.283*T1*TANH(G4) 
WAVEL(I,J)=«EAST)*WV/G)*1.2*T2*TANH(G3) 
GO TO 94 
96 WAVEH(I,J)=(WV**2/G)*.283*TANH(A3) 
WAVEL(I,J) .. (EAST*WV/G)*1.2*TANH(A4) 
C TT CHANGED TO WAVE LENGTH 
C 
94 WAVEL(I,J)=WAVEL(I,J)*«G*DEPTH(I,J))**.5) 
C PRINT 901, I,J,WAVEH(I,J),WAVEL(I,J) 
95 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C**** 
C**** 
C 
C ***SUBROUTINE ENERGY - WRITTEN BY M.A.ROSS - UPDATED 6/14/83*** 
C CALCULATES THE AVERAGE KINETIC ENERGY IN EACH GRID PER TIME STEP 
C 
SUBROUTINE ENERGY(KEY) 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40) , 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
5 IC/JI,KT,DX,DY,DT,DXINV,DYINV,NSOURC,IO(99),JO(99),Q(99),NDELH, 
6IH(40),JH(40),DS2WA(40) 
1/G/DIR,WIND,DEPTH(68,40),WAVEH(68,40),WAVEL(68,40),REACH(68,40) 
DIMENSION SHIPS(68,40),AVGDWT(68,40),AVGVEL(68,40),AVGLNG(68,40) 
DIMENSION ESHIPS(68,40),EKMAX(68,40),EKMIN(68,40), 
1 ECRNTX(68,40),EWAVMX(68,40) 
REAL KCURNT,KWAVES,KSHIPS,LBSKTN 
DATA GAMMA,FPSKNT,LBSKTN/64.4,1.6888,2.E61 
DATA EKMAX,EKMIN,ECRNTX,EWAVMX,SHIPS/2720*0.,2720*1 .E6,2720*0., 
1 2720*0.,2720*0.1 
DATA AVGVEL, AVGDWT, AVGLNGI 81 60*0. I 
DATA KCOUNT 101 
DATA CNSTP1 ,CNSTP2,CNSTP3,COEFDG/1 .,1.,1.,1.01 
C CONSTANTS RELATING TOTAL MACRO KINETIC ENERGY TO THE TURBULENT K.E. 
801 FORMAT(214,4F10.0) 
900 FORMAT(' NO. OF 'TIMES KE CALCULATED: ',110) 
901 FORMAT(lH1 ,I,' THE KINETIC ENERGY PER SQUARE FOOT AVERAGED FOR', 
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I, ' 
2 ' 
3 ' 
4 ' 
5 ' 
6 ' 
EACH 
77 
GRID IN THOUSAND FOOT-LBS/SQUARE 
FORMAT: KE-CURRENTS',I, 
KE-WIND WAVES',I, 
KE-SHIP TRAFFIC',/, 
KE-TOTAL-MAXIMUM',I, 
KE-TOTAL-MINIMUM',/) 
902 FORMAT(14(6X,I2)) 
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FOOT' ,/ /, 
903 FORMAT (I ,2 ( 3X, 1 4 ( 1 X , F7 . 3) ,I ) , 1 X , 12, 1 4 ( 1 X, F7. 3) , I , 2 ( 3X, 1 4 ( 1 X, F7 . 3) , 
1 I)) 
904 FORMAT (I ,2 ( 3X, 1 2 ( 1 X , F7 . 3) ,I ) , 1 X , 12 , 1 2 ( 1 X , F7 . 3) ,/ ,2 ( 3X, 1 2 ( 1 X , F7. 3) , 
1 /)) 
905 FORMAT(2I4,3F10.4) 
C INITIALIZATION - RUN THROUGH ONCE ONLY 
IF(KEY.GT.1)GO TO 110 
KCOUNT=KCOUNT+1 
C READ NUMBER OF SHIP/GRID DATA 
READ(9,801)NGDSHP 
C WRITE(1,801)NGDSHP 
IF(NGDSHP.EQ.O)GO TO 101 
C DO LOOP TO READ IN DATA ON GRIDS INFLUENCED BY SHIP TRAFFIC 
C NGDSHP ~ NO. OF GRIDS INFLUENCED BY SHIP TRAFFIC 
DO 101 K=1,NGDSHP 
READ(9,801)I,J,SHIPS(I,J) ,AVGDWT(I,J),AVGVEL(I,J) ,AVGLNG( I,J) 
C WRITE(1,801)I,J,SHIPS(I,J),AVGDWT(I,J),AVGVEL(I,J),AVGLNG(I,J) 
C SHIPS = DEFINES THE NUMBER OF SHIPS PASSING THRU GRID I,J PER DAY 
C AVGDWTs THE AVERAGE DISPLACEMENT OF EACH SHIP IN THOUSAND TONS 
C AVGVEL~ THE AVERAGE VELOCITY OF EACH SHIP PASSING THRU I,J (KNOTS) 
C AVGLNG= THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF SHIPS PASSING THRU I,J (FEET) 
C CONVERT VELOCITIES FROM KNOTS TO FPS 
AVGVEL(I,J)=AVGVEL(I,J)*FPSKNT 
101 CONTINUE 
C MULTIPLIES CONSTANTS USED IN THE KINETIC ENERGY EQUATIONS 
KCURNT=CNSTP1*GAMMA 
KWAVES=CNSTP2*GAMMA*1/16. 
KSHIPS=CNSTP3*LBSKTN*COEFDG/(G*2.*DX) 
C CNSTP1 RELATES TURBULENT K.E. (EDDY CURRENT) TO MACRO K.E. 
C CNSTP2 RELATES TURBULENT K.E. TO THE TOTAL WAVE ENERGY 
C CNSTP3 RELATES TURBULENCE TO THE TOTAL K.E. OF A PASSING SHIP 
C LBSKTN CONVERTS THOUSAND DEAD-WEIGHT TONS TO POUNDS 
C COEFDG IS THE COEFFICIENT OF DRAG FOR AN AVERAGE SHIP 
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C TIME STEP IN DAYS 
DTDAY~DT/(3600.*24.) 
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C CALCULATE THE AVERAGE KINETIC ENERGY FROM SHIP TRAFFIC PER TIME STEP 
DO 102 I~1,M 
DO 102 J::01, N 
SHPDT=SHIPS(I,J)*DTDAY 
IF(AVGLNG(I,J).EQ.O.)GO TO 102 
ESHIPS(I,J)=KSHIPS*SHPDT*AVGDWT(I,J)*(AVGVEL(I,J)**2)/AVGLNG(I,J) 
C EWAVMX(I,J)=KWAVES*(WAVEH(I,J)**2) 
C SHPDT ~ NUMBER OF SHIPS PER TIME STEP 
C ESHIPS AVERAGE KINETIC ENERGY IN GRID I,J DO TO SHIP TRAFFIC 
C EWAVES = TOTAL TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY DO TO WIND GENERATED WAVES 
1 02 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
C TEST FOR KINETIC ENERGY CALCULATIONS FROM ALL SOURCES EVERY TIME STEP 
110 IF(KEY.NE.2)GO TO 120 
KCOUNT=KCOUNT+1 
DO 111 1=1 ,M 
DO 111 J=1, N 
C KINETIC ENERGY CONTRIBUTION FROM TRANSPORT CURRENTS 
ECURNT=KCURNT*DEPTH(I,J)*(U(I,J)**2+V(I,J)**2)/(2.*G) 
C TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY FROM WIND GENERATED WAVES 
EWAVES=KWAVES*(WAVEH(I,J)**2) 
C EWAVES=EWAVMX(I,J) 
C IF(Z(I,J).LT.O.)PRINT 905, I,J,EWAVES,WAVEH(I,J) 
C TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY GENERATED IN EACH GRID PER TIME STEP 
ETOTL=ECURNT+EWAVES+ESHIPS(I,J) 
C TEST FOR MAXS AND MINS FOR OUTPUT 
IF(ETOTL.LT.EKMIN(I,J))EKMIN(I,J)=ETOTL 
IF(ETOTL.GT.EKMAX(I,J))EKMAX(I,J)=ETOTL 
IF(ECURNT.GT.ECRNTX(I,J))ECRNTX(I,J)=ECURNT 
IF(EWAVES.GT.EWAVMX(I,J))EWAVMX(I,J)=EWAVES 
111 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
C TEST FOR TIME TO OUTPUT 
120 IF(KEY.NE.3)GO TO 130 
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DO 124 I=l,M 
DO 124 J=l,N 
ECRNTX(I,J)=ECRNTX(I,J)/l000. 
EWAVMX(I,J)=EWAVMX(I,J)/l000. 
ESHIPS(I,J)=ESHIPS(I,J)/l000. 
EKMAX(I,J)=EKMAX(I,J)/l000. 
EKMIN(I,J)=EKMIN(I,J)/l000. 
IF(Z(I,J).LT.O.)GO TO 124 
ECRNTX(I,J)=1.E6 
EWAVMX(I,J)=1.E6 
ESHIPS(I,J)=1.E6 
EKMAX(I,J)=1.E6 
EKMIN(I,J)=1.E6 
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124 CONTINUE 
WRITE(8,900) KCOUNT 
WRITE(8,901) 
WRITE( 8, 902) «J) ,J=l ,14) 
DO 121 I=l,M 
WRITE(8,903)«ECRNTX(I,J)),J=1,14),«EWAVMX(I,J)),J=1,14), 
1 I, « ESHIP S ( I, J) ) , J = 1 , 1 4) , ( ( E KMAX (I, J) ) , J = 1 , 1 4) , 
2( (EKMIN(I,J)) ,J=l, 14) 
121 CONTINUE 
WRITE( 8, 901 ) 
WRITE( 8, 902) « J) , J=1 5,28) 
DO 122 I=l,M 
WRITE(8,903)«ECRNTX(I,J)),J=15,28),«EWAVMX(I,J)),J=15,28), 
1I,«ESHIPS(I,J)),J=15,28),«EKMAX(I,J)),J=15,28) , 
2«EKMIN(I,J)),J~15,28) 
122 CONTINUE 
WRITE(8,901) 
WRITE(8,902)«J),J=29,N) 
DO 123 I=l,M 
WRITE(8,904)«ECRNTX(I,J)),J=29,N),«EWAVMX(I,J)),J=29,N), 
lI,«ESHIPS(I,J)),J=29,N),«EKMAX(I,J)),J=29,N), 
2«EKMIN(I,J)),J=29,N) 
123 CONTINUE 
1 30 CONTINUE 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GATE 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),Z(68,40), 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2) ,G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
3 IB/NGATES,IG(270),JG(270) ,KG(270),GG(270),ZG(270),CG(270), 
4 PRO(270) 
DO 1 0 L= 1 , N GA TES 
I=IG( L) 
J .. JG( L) 
K=KG( L) 
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(N/AIB "@T) 
HWR=ZG( L) 
PRO(L)=O. 
IF(K.EQ.2) GO TO 20 
IF(K.EQ.3) GO TO 30 
IF(K.EQ.4) GO TO 40 
IF(U(I,J).EQ.O.) GO TO 10 
IF(WIDTH.EQ.O.) GO TO 11 
UOPEN=U(I,J)*WIDTH 
UCANAL2UOPEN*(-CG(L)/(H(I,J)-Z(I,J))) 
GO TO 12 
11 UOPEN=O. 
UCANAL=O. 
12 IF(HWR.GE.H(I,J)) GO TO 15 
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IF(LEQ.1) GO TO 13 
WPRO=(2.*HWR-H(I,J)-H(I-1,J))/(Z(I,J)-H(I,J)+Z(I-1,J)-H(1-1,J)) 
GO TO 1 4 
13 WPRO=(HWR-H(I,J))/(Z(I,J)-H(I,J)) 
14 UWEIR=(U(I,J)-UOPEN)*WPRO 
GO TO 16 
15 UWEIR=O. 
16 UTOTAL=UOPEN+UWEIR+UCANAL 
PRO(L)=UTOTAL/U(I,J) 
U(I,J)=UTOTAL 
GO TO 10 
20 IF(V(I,J).EQ.O.) GO TO 10 
IF(WIDTH.EQ.O.) GO TO 21 
VOPEN=V(I,J)*(-CG(L)/(H(I,J)-Z(I,J))) 
GO TO 22 
21 VOPEN=O. 
VCANAL=O. 
22 IF(HWR.GE.H(I,J)) GO TO 25 
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 23 
WPRO=(2.*HWR-H(I,J)-H(I,J-1))/(Z(I,J)-H(I,J)+Z(I,J-1)-H(I,J-1)) 
GO TO 24 
23 WPRO=(HWR-H(I,J))/(Z(I,J)-H(I,J)) 
24 VWEIR=(V(I,J)-VOPEN)*WPRO 
GO TO 26 
25 VWEIR=O. 
26 VTOTAL=VOPEN+VWEIR+VCANAL 
PRO(L)=VTOTAL/V(I,J) 
V(I,J)=VTOTAL 
GO TO 10 
30 IF(U(I+1,J).EQ.0.) GO TO 10 
IF(WIDTH.EQ.O.) GO TO 31 
UOPEN=U(I+1,J)*WIDTH 
UCANAL=UOPEN*(-CG(L)/(H(I,J)-Z(I,J))) 
GO TO 32 
31 UOPEN=O. 
UCANAL20. 
32 IF(HWR.GE.H(I,J)) GO TO 35 
IF(I.EQ.M) GO TO 33 
WPRO=(2.*HWR-H(I,J)-H(I+1,J)) I(Z(I, <T)-H(I,J)+Z(I+1 ,J)-H(I+1 ,J )) 
GO TO 34 
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33 WPRO=(HWR-H(I,J))/(Z(I,J)-rt(I,J)) 
34 UWEIR=(U(I+1,J)-UOPEN)*WPRO 
GO TO 36 
35 UWEIR=O. 
36 UTOTAL=UOPEN+UWEIR+UCANAL 
PRO(L)=UTOTAL/U(I+1,J) 
U(I+1 , J)-= UTOTAL 
GO TO 10 
40 IF(V(I,J+1).EQ.0.) GO TO 10 
IF(WIDTH.EQ.O) GO TO 41 
VOPEN~V(I,J+1)*WIDTH 
VCANAL=VOPEN*(-CG(L)/(H(I,J)-Z(I,J))) 
GO TO 42 
41 VOPEN=O. 
VCANAL~O. 
42 IF(HWR.GE.H(I,J)) GO TO 45 
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IF(J~EQ.N) GO TO 43 
WPRO=(2~*HWR-H(I,J)-H(I,J+1))/(Z(I,J)-H(I,J)+Z(I,J+1)-H(I,J+1)) 
GO TO 44 
43 WPRO=(HWR-H(I,J))/(Z(I,J)-H(I,J)) 
44 VWEIR~(V(I,J+1)-VOPEN)*WPRO 
GO TO 46 
45 VWEIR=O. 
46 VTOTAL=VOPEN+VWEIR+VCANAL 
PRO(L)=VTOTAL/V(I,J+1) 
V(I,J+1)=VTOTAL 
10 CONTINUE 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PUTOUT 
REAL*8 STAR,BLANK,STARS(22) 
INTEGER*4 ITI,ITPH 
COMMON/A/M,N,TI,PI2,GDTDX,GDTDY,H(68,40),z(68,40) , 
2 U(69,40),V(68,41),FRIC(69,41,2),G,NCONV,DTDX,DTDY 
DIMENSION XO(22) ,VT(22),IALPHA(22) 
DATA STAR, BLANK/' ********', , 'I 
1 FORMAT(1H1, 10X,'TIME ~',I3,' HOURS',3X,I3,' MINUTES',I 
3 FORMAT(2X~ 'J/I',22(1X,I2,2X),/) 
4 FORMAT(II,2X,I2,2X,22F5.2) 
6 FORMAT(35X, 'VELOCITY (FT/SEC) AND DIRECTION ANGLE FROM VERTI 
1CAL(DEG) ',1 I) 
7 FORMAT(/,2X, 'J/I',2X,22(1X,I2,2X)) 
8 FORMAT(3X,I2,2X,22FS.2) 
9 FORMAT(7X,22I5) 
12 FORMAT(SOX, 'SURFACE ELEVATIONS',/) 
1010 FORMAT(7X,22A5) 
ITI,.TI+.4 
ITPH~ITI/60 
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1TPMz(1T1-1TPH*60) 
WRITE(6,1) ITPH,1TPM 
WR1TE(6,12) 
N22=«N+21)/22)*22 
DO 204 NSTRT=1,N22,22 
NSTOP=NSTRT+21 
1F(NSTOP.GT.N) NSTOP=N 
WR1TE(6,3) (J,J=NSTRT,NSTOP) 
DO 204 1=1,M 
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204 WR1TE(6,4) (1,(H(1,J),J=NSTRT,NSTOP» 
WR1TE(6,1) 1TPH,1TPM 
WR1TE(6,6) 
DO 150 JST=1,N22,22 
JSTOP=-JST+21 
1F(JSTOP.GT.N) JSTOP=N 
WR1TE(6,7) (J, J=-JST, JSTOP) 
DO 140 1=1,M 
K .. O 
DO 130 J=-JST,JSTOP 
K=K+1 
1F(Z(1,J).LT.O.) GO TO 200 
VT(K) = 1.E06 
STARS(K)=STAR 
1ALPHA(K)=1000000 
XO(K) = O. 
YO = O. 
GO TO 130 
200 1F(1.NE.1) GO TO 10 
XO(K)=U(1,J)/(H(1,J)-Z(1,J» 
10 1F(J.NE.1) GO TO 40 
YO~V(1,1)/(H(1,1)-Z(1,1» 
GO TO 30 
40 YO .. 2.*V(1,J)/(H(1,J)-Z(1,J)+H(1,J-1)-Z(I,J-1 ) 
30 1F(I.NE.M) GO TO 50 
X=U(I+1 , J)I (H(I, J)-Z(I, J)) 
GO TO 75 
50 IF(U(I+1,J).NE.0.) GO TO 80 
X=O. 
GO TO 75 
80 X=2.*U(I+1 ,J)/(H(I,J)-Z(I,J)+H(I+1 ,J)-Z(I+1 ,J» 
75 IF(J.NE.N) GO TO 90 
Y=V(1,J+1)/(H(I,J)-Z(I,J)) 
GO TO 110 
90 IF(V(1,J+1).NE.0.) GO TO 120 
Y=O. 
GO TO 110 
1 20 Y = 2 • *V (I , J + 1 ) I ( H (I , J) - Z (I , J) + H ( I , J + 1 ) - Z (I , J + 1 ) ) 
11 0 XAR G= ( X + XO ( K) ) 12 . 
YAR Gz ( Y + YO ) 12 • 
VT(K)=O. 
1ALPHA (K) =0 
STARS(K)=BLANK 
1F(U(1+1,J).EQ.0.) STARS(K)=STAR 
IF(XARG.EQ.O •• AND.YARG.EQ.O.) GO TO 130 
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VT(K)=SQRT(XARG*XARG+YARG*YARG) 
ALPHA= 57.3*ATAN2(YARG,-XARG) 
IF (ALPHA.LT.O.) ALPHA=ALPHA + 360. 
IALPHA(K)=ALPHA 
129 YO=Y 
XO(K)=X 
130 CONTINUE 
KMAX~JSTOP-JST+1 
WRITE(6,8) (I,(VT(K),K~1,KMAX)) 
WRITE(6,9) (IALPHA(K),K~1 ,KMAX) 
WRITE(6,1010) (STARS(K),K=1,KMAX) 
140 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,7) (J,J=JST,JSTOP) 
1 50 CONTINUE 
C**** 
C**** 
C**** 
RETURN 
END 
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